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In Search of a Roman Rule of Law
Michael Peachin

“It is a commonplace that being an American is a matter
neither of blood nor of cultural connections forged over
time. It is, instead, a commitment to a set of ideals famously
laid down by the country’s founders, and refined over
generations with a notion of progress as a guiding principle.
The Declaration of Independence, with Thomas Jefferson’s
soaring language about the equality of mankind and the
right to ‘life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness,’ is the
most powerful statement of those ideals. It is sometimes
called America’s ‘creed.’ Of course, what it means to be an
American is not – has never been – so simple a proposition”.
A. GORDON-REED, The Captive Aliens Who Remain Our Shame,
in The New York Review of Books LXIV, 1, 2017, 54.
Keywords: Roman law, rule of law, Leges et Iura, imperium romanum iustitia

Communities typically cling to their ideals1. These gospels are foundational,
and important, even if they are less than perfectly realized. Among the residents
of the ancient Mediterranean, one widely cherished article of faith maintained
that Rome’s world hegemony had bestowed humanity with an enviable and
incomparable legal security. Nor should we forget that an intense devotion to
this belief has persisted right down to the present day. And yet, just as with the
American “creed”, this vision of the Roman cosmos neither was nor is a simple
matter. For many people were in antiquity, and are today, rather bitterly scornful
of such a view. This article will consider Roman rule of law from several angles.
Clifford Ando, Jacob Giltaij, and Benjamin Straumann were all kind enough to read and
comment on an early draft of this article. Their input resulted in a whole series of improvements.
The same draft also benefitted markedly from the very helpful comments of two anonymous
readers for LR. I have done my best to incorporate their suggestions in the final version. Several
others, Anna Dolganov, Michèle Lowrie, and Laurens Winkel, graciously took the time to discuss
particular aspects of this article with me. Here, too, the results were substantial. I thank all of
these individuals profusely, while accepting full responsibility for all remaining deficiencies.
1
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A first section will lay out the positions, pro and contra, both during antiquity
and more recently. The point here is to illuminate the absolute lack of
consensus as to whether the imperium Romanum was, or was not, singularized
by its rule of law. Having thus set the stage in a potentially bleak fashion, it
will thereupon be suggested that we need not forsake lock, stock, and barrel
our interrogation of this matter. The path forward is, to be sure, complicated
by a number of issues (section II). Nonetheless, several suggestions can be
made regarding constructive avenues toward a more nuanced understanding
of the rule of law in ancient Rome (section III). Then, of course, some
concluding remarks can be offered (section IV). But before we proceed, a bit
of clarification must be essayed.
From what I can make out, there has been a longstanding habit of talking,
in one way or another, about rule of law in the Roman world, though this is
pretty well invariably done in the absence of any attempt to define the
phenomenon. The issue of buttoning down rule of law will be considered, albeit
very briefly, in section II below. For the moment, however, two points in this
regard want attention. There will sometimes be talk here of a Roman rule of
law. This use of the indefinite article (n.b., already in the title) is never meant
to indicate some distinct statutory enactment, viz., a particular legal rule.
Rather, the intent is to conjure a singular manifestation of rule of law, which
would be idiosyncratically Roman in its nature and characteristics. Secondly,
because rule of law will presumably always imply a just governmental regime,
writ large, and because there is much talk in our ancient sources of the justice
of Rome’s rule, these two arguably distinct notions – rule of law, and just rule
– will sometimes be allowed to bleed into one another. With this in mind, the
German expression ‘Rechtsstaat’ will occasionally be used.
I. The Background. – Many years before the city itself would be established,
at a moment when Venus was fretting over the fortunes of her son Aeneas,
Jupiter consoled the troubled goddess by acquainting her with Rome’s future.
Greatness was in store. In particular, though, there would come a day when
Caesar had pacified the entire world; and then, as Jupiter put it, Remo cum
fratre Quirinus | iura dabunt (Verg. Aen. 1. 292-293). A gold coin minted in 28
BC evokes a consonant tone: LEGES ET IURA P(OPULI) R(OMANI) RESTITUIT2.
On this coin and its implications, see especially: J.W. RICH – J.H.C. WILLIAMS, Leges et iura
p.R. restituit: a new aureus of Octavian and the settlement of 28-27 BC, in Numismatic Chronicle
159, 1999, 169-213; D. MANTOVANI, LEGES ET IURA P(OPULI) R(OMANI) RESTITUIT. Principe e diritto
in un aureo di Ottaviano, in Athenaeum 96, 2008, 5-54. Note also O. LICANDRO, Restitutio rei
publicae tra teoria e prassi politica. Augusto e l’eredità di Cicerone, in ASGP 58, 2015, 59-130.
2
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Nor ought it be forgotten that Augustus’ iustitia was one of four cardinal virtues
enshrined on a golden shield, which the fathers and people commissioned for
prominent display in the senate house3. In short, one of the first emperor’s
supreme gifts to the Roman community could variously be trumpeted as
something evidently akin to rule of law.
Now, the idea that Rome guaranteed a stable and equitable legal (and
indeed, governmental) order for all those under her sway was no invention of
the Augustan Principate. Already in 196 BC, with Philip of Macedon
resoundingly defeated, the conquering Flamininus bestowed upon the Greek
cities in Europe and Asia their freedom, and in so doing, vouchsafed to those
communities their own laws (Liv. 33. 30. 2, 33. 32. 5). In what has been labeled
“a fine rhetorical passage”, Livy chronicles the exuberant sentiments of the
poleis at this juncture: the Roman commander had seen fit to ensure that,
ubique ius fas lex potentissima sint – throughout the world, justice, morality,
and law would reign supreme (Liv. 33. 33. 7)4.
Roughly three hundred and fifty years later, when Greece and Asia were
long since provincialized, and when the Republic was not much more than a
blurry ghost, the orator Aelius Aristides spoke to the imperial court, lauding
the entire Roman project. Aeneas’ descendants had brought, among other
things, legal security to all they surveyed. Some of the details are as follows.
Now, in the mid-second century AD, there is one supreme and final arbiter
(the emperor), who is omniscient whenever and wherever justice is in play;
what is more, he treats the little man and the great man, the rich and the
poor, with absolute parity (Or. 26. 38-39). Equal treatment of the haves and
the have nots is soon touted again (Or. 26. 66). Aristides then continues to
stress the fact that the Roman governmental regime has effectuated an
unbending and universal system of laws and administrative practices (Or. 26.
91 – καὶ θεσμοὺσ καὶ τάξεισ ἀφύκτουσ ἅπασιν ἐπεστήσατε). In rough
reiteration, we read that universal laws have been established for all (Or. 26.
102). The theme can be further developed. For just as Zeus had done, when
he rectified the chaos and strife generated by the Titans, the Romans ultimately
See RG 34. 2. In the later coinage of the Principate, this virtue is replaced, as it were, by
aequitas. On this, see C. NOREÑA, Imperial Ideals in the Roman West. Representation, Circulation,
Power, Cambridge-Cambridge University Press 2011, 63-71. Generally on the iustitia and
aequitas of the emperor, see L. WICKERT, Princeps, in RE XXII. 2, Stuttgart-A. Druckenmüller 1954,
2248-2253, with his update in Aufstieg und Niedergang der römischen Welt II. 1, Berlin and
New York-W. de Gruyter 1974, 69.
4
For the point about rhetoric, see J. BRISCOE, A Commentary on Livy. Books XXXI-XXXIII,
Oxford-Clarendon Press 1973, 312.
3
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established order and security; laws are now plainly promulgated, and the altars
of the gods again command faith (Or. 26. 103 – νόμοι τε ἐξεφάνησαν καὶ
θεῶν βωμοὶ πίστιν ἔλαβον). In fine, Aristides notes that when Helios looks
down upon the earth, he can no longer, as he did in former times, detect
anything like violence or injustice among men (Or. 26. 105).
The passages just rehearsed underscore a brand of sentiment widely on
display in the literature produced by the elite, both Roman and Greek, of the
imperium Romanum. Peace, administrative order, and especially legal security
were often hailed as Rome’s greatest gifts to humanity. Plenty of praise, in
other words, for what sounds very much like rule of law. Aristocratic writing
and oratory, however, were not the sole vehicles for this type of discourse.
The epigraphic record likewise provides hard evidence for a widespread
contention that justice, order, and security emanated from the capital.
One need only think of the Augustan edicts and senatus consultum inscribed
on a stele, which was displayed in the forum at Cyrene. Here, we discover the
central government (both the emperor and the senate) working assiduously to
guarantee the legal interests of the locals against various judicial predations by
resident Roman citizens. This monument, though it records no explicit words
of thanks, abundantly manifests the appreciation of the Hellenes in Cyrene for
the support they had received from Rome5. The stone must surely evoke the
feeling that here, at least, is one concrete manifestation of a powerful rule of
law indeed characterizing the Augustan regime.
At a lower administrative level, and offering nothing even vaguely like the
detail or clarity of the Cyrene documents, we have, e.g., an honorific inscription
from the north of Italy. The town council at Forum Cornelii commemorates its
patron and curator, the eques C. Clodienus Serenus Vesnius Dexter, who, by
means of his vigorous engagement (industria), improved the town’s fortunes
(status). They thus label Dexter optimus et iustissimus – best and most just6.
Now, while there is no telling just what exactly the man’s industry had wrought,
See: F. DE VISSCHER, Les édits d’Auguste découverts a CyrèneI, Louvain, Paris-Les belles lettres
1940; J.H. OLIVER, Greek Constitutions of Early Roman Emperors from Inscriptions and Papyri,
Philadelphia-American Philosophical Society 1989, 40-55.
6
See CIL XI 6061 = ILS 6648 = Epigraphic Database Rome No. 016430 (the text given here
is that of the EDR): C(aio) Clodieno / C(ai) fil(io) Stel(latina tribu) Sereno / Vesnio Dextro, /equit(i)
Romano, patrono / et pontif(ici) Urbinat(ium) Mat(aurensium), / patrono et curatori /
reip(ublicae) Foro Cornel(ii), / optimo iustissimo, / splendidissimus ordo / Foro Cornel(ii) ob merita
eius, / quod industria sua / statum reip(ublicae) auxerit, / [tam] sing(ulis), quam civi[tati
universae]. Cf. also J. NICOLS, Civic Patronage in the Roman Empire, Leiden-E.J. Brill 2014, 271273.
5
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or in what way precisely he was “most just”, nonetheless there is displayed here
a perception that considerable care was taken by this Roman governmental
official for the town’s affairs. The ordo at Forum Cornelii patently proposes that
their best and most just patron has made the world a better and more stable
place for them, both as individuals, and as a group. Seen through their eyes,
he appears as an effective real-world guarantor of good governance, which likely
encompassed, to their minds, something like rule of law.
In this context, it is also appropriate to adduce the Codex Justinianus, and
the numerous responses received by lower-class persons which are preserved
there. This large body of quotidian cases shows plainly that very many of the
empire’s humble folk depended, at least from time to time, on the legal services
provided by the emperor. And while it is true that we pretty well never know
what transpired, once a petitioner had received her or his response from
Caesar, the sheer number of these texts indicates beyond any doubt that many
people felt this legal and administrative mechanism to be somehow efficacious.
So again, we have here strong evidence that something along the lines of a
realm bound by law actually existed, or was believed (or desired) to exist –
i.e., was not merely a figment of aristocratic rhetorical hyperbole, or idealizing
theory. In short, it looks as if many people, even of the lower orders, sensed
that the emperor would guarantee that their affairs be overseen by Rome’s
laws – or perhaps more precisely, by the emperor’s presumed devotion to
justice, writ large7.
Now, if we move beyond the high imperial period, we find that already
from the vantage point of Late Antiquity, the earlier imperial period had taken
on the distinct aspect of a ‘Rechtsstaat’. Thus, Cassiodorus reports this opening
to a communication from Athalaric to Pope John II (from AD 533): «If it was
the express goal of the ancient princes to seek in the laws that the subject
populations might prosper in delightful tranquility, etc.»8. Not dissimilarly did
Edward Gibbon, late in the 18th century, write that: «In the second century of
the Christian era, the empire of Rome comprehended the fairest part of the
earth, and the most civilized portion of mankind. The frontiers of that extensive
monarchy were guarded by ancient renown and disciplined valor. The gentle,
See L. HUCHTHAUSEN, Frauen fragen den Kaiser. Eine soziologische Studie über das 3. Jh. n.
Chr., Konstanz-Universitätsverlag 1992, along with various of her earlier articles. For another
plain indication that common folk really did depend on Rome’s legal apparatus to regulate their
affairs, see the records of the Sulpicii at Puteoli: G. CAMODECA, Tabulae Pompeianae Sulpiciorum,
Rome-Edizioni Quasar 1999.
8
CASSIOD. Var. 9. 15. 1, Si antiquis principibus studium fuit leges exquirere, ut subiecti populi
delectabili tranquilitate fruerentur, etc.
7
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but powerful, influence of laws and manners had gradually cemented the union
of the provinces»9. Mommsen, at one moment, likewise imagined the laws
playing such a role: «Roms Suprematie und Hegemonie im Mittelmeergebiet
ruhte nicht zum wenigsten auf der Strenge seiner Kriegszucht und seiner
Rechtspflege»10. Most recently, Clifford Ando has argued forcefully along these
lines11:
«The spread of Roman law, and of Roman respect for the rule of law, thus lent
to daily life a reassuring and stable predictability. This promise of social order, and
above all the rhetoric in which it was conveyed and discussed, appealed directly
to the self-interest of provincials. To place the entire world beneath the rule of
law, to inculcate men in the habits of peace: such were the burdens laid upon
Rome which, at the prodding of her subjects, she at long last took up. They will
serve as our beginning and our goal in explaining the evolution of the empire into
a ‘singular and perfect coalition of its members’».

24

In sum, the ancient literary tradition, documentary evidence of various sorts,
the abundance of imperial responses to petitions, and the magnificence of
Roman juristic writing (which will be discussed below), all of these have served
to generate the strong impression, both in antiquity and nowadays, of a culture
which prided itself upon, and actually brought to fruition, a dominion
fundamentally characterized by the rule of law.
Nonetheless, it is also perfectly clear that the Roman elite scented
discontent. Perhaps the locus classicus for this is the exhortation which Tacitus
puts into the mouth of the Caledonian chief, Calgacus. No doubt, this is a finely
crafted piece of rhetoric, and hence, Tacitus will arguably have exerted himself
to present things in utramque partem, viz., to offer up both sides of the
argument. It is also the case that the Roman historian was under some literary
pressure to attribute anti-Roman sentiments to his foreign characters12. That
said, it still seems difficult to imagine that Calgacus’ words fell on entirely deaf
ears. Be that all as it may, here is some of what Tacitus has the Briton proclaim
to his troops (TAC. Agric. 30-32)13:
E. GIBBON, The History of the Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire, ed. C. DAWSON, LondonLent 1910 repr. New York-Dutton 1976, I, 1.
10
T. MOMMSEN, Römische Geschichte12, Berlin-Weidmannsche Buchhandlung 1920, I, 795.
11
C. ANDO, Imperial Ideology and Provincial Loyalty in the Roman Empire, Berkeley, Los
Angeles, and London-University of California Press 2000, 48.
12
For these points, see A.J. WOODMAN and C.S. KRAUS, Tacitus. Agricola, Cambridge-Cambridge
University Press 2014, 237.
13
TAC. Agric. 30. 3-32: … quorum superbiam frustra per obsequium ac modestiam effugias.
9
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“… in them (viz., the Romans) is an arrogance which no submission or good
behaviour can escape. Pillagers of the world, they have exhausted the land by their
indiscriminate plunder, and now they ransack the sea… To robbery, butchery, and
rapine, they give the lying name of ‘government:’ they create a desolation and call
it peace… Our goods and money are consumed by taxation; our land is stripped
of its harvest to fill their granaries; our hands and limbs are crippled by building
roads through forests and swamps under the lash of our oppressors… Or can you
seriously think that those Gauls and Germans – and, to our bitter shame, many
Britons too – are bound to Rome by genuine loyalty or affection? … No, this is
terror and intimidation; feeble bonds of attachment, these». (trans. H. Mattingly,
slightly adapted)

Whatever Tacitus himself might actually have thought, the world he here brings
into existence seems hardly to allow a space for the rule of law. Moreover, if
we move beyond Tacitus and this stirring harangue, the very same bodies of
ancient evidence, which above yielded a thoroughly positive view of Roman
hegemony, might lead precisely to an opposing vision of things – or at least,
toward an inclination to attenuate significantly our own estimation of the daily
workings of any Roman drive toward rule of law; and so, various scholars have
reacted as could be expected.
Here, we might start again with a Roman aristocrat, and a piece of literature
produced by him. Pliny the Younger writes to his friend, Calestrius Tiro,
admonishing his addressee to the effect that the rich and the poor, the mighty
and the meek, should never be handled in the same way by a Roman
governmental official. Indeed, a carefully nuanced differential treatment of
people is precisely part and parcel of Calestrius’ iustitia, which makes him so
well received by those he rules over (as provincial governor). For nothing, says
Pliny, could be so inequitable as the kind of equality that would make all people
the same14.
This kind of attitude was not limited to private rumination by members of
the gentry (though, of course, a published letter is not entirely private). Peter
Garnsey long ago investigated the fact that the Roman jurists proceeded along
raptores orbis, postquam cuncta vastantibus defuere terrae, mare scrutantur … auferre,
trucidare, rapere falsis nominibus imperium, atque, ubi solitudinem faciunt, pacem appellant …
bona fortunaeque in tributum, ager atque annus in frumentum, corpora ipsa ac manus silvis ac
paludibus emuniendis inter verbera et contumelias conteruntur … nisi si Gallos et Germanos et
(pudet dictu) Britannorum plerosque … fide et adfectu teneri putatis. metus ac terror est, infirma
vincla caritatis.
14
PLIN. Ep. 9. 5. 3: … eum modum tenes ut discrimina ordinum dignitatumque custodias;
quae si confusa turbata permixta sunt, nihil est ipsa aequalitate inaequalius.
© Edizioni Scientifiche Italiane
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very similar lines, ultimately establishing two broad categories of people for
the purposes of the law: the honestiores and the humiliores15. Thus, to the
extent that the opinions of these jurisprudents formed the law of the land, so
then was the Roman world, just exactly as Pliny suggested it should be,
juridically differentiated according to social status. In other words, both in
theory (according to some) and in juristic legality, the inhabitants of the Roman
realm were not to be treated equally before the law.
Then, there is the exchange between Pliny and Trajan regarding the
Christians in Bithynia, and how those persons are to be dealt with. The
emperor’s opinion, ultimately, is precisely that there should not be fixed and
transparent rules as to the legality, or not, of Christianity. Trajan’s exact words
are: «Nor can there be established any universally applicable rule, which might
involve something like a clear-cut legal norm»16. Now, while many have taken
Trajan’s point to be that individual provincial governors should be allowed the
leeway to resolve matters according to local customs or laws, Francesco
Trisoglio hits the nail, I think, directly on the head17:

26

«Pur tenendo conto della tendenza di Traiano a confermare le tradizioni locali
(cfr. Ep. X, 20, 1; 48, 2; 69; 78, 1; 93; 109; 113), quest’asserzione risulta
sorprendente: qui non si tratta infatti di autonomie amministrative, ma di un
gravissimo problema umano e politico che trascende i confine delle singole
province».

In short, here we find a preference expressed – and n.b., in the form of an
imperial response, a potentially binding legal act – that capital punishment in
this matter be applied on an ad hoc basis by any given provincial governor at
his own discretion. A fixed and transparent rule as to whether Christianity is
or is not a form of criminal activity is pointedly shunned18.
P. GARNSEY, Social Status and Legal Privilege in the Roman Empire, Oxford-Clarendon Press
1970. See also G. CARDASCIA, L’apparition dans le droit des classes d’honestiores et d’humiliores,
in Revue historique de droit français et étranger 28, 1950, 305-337, 461-485. The stark
dichotomy between the two groups (honestiores and humiliores) must, however, be understood
with some further nuances. On this, see R. RILINGER, Humiliores-Honestiores. Zu einer sozialen
Dichotomie im Strafrecht der römischen Kaiserzeit, Munich-Oldenbourg 1988, with the important
review by J.-U. KRAUSE, in Gnomon 63, 1991, 127-131.
16
PLIN. Ep. 10. 97. 1: neque enim in universum aliquid, quod quasi certam formam habeat,
constitui potest..
17
F. TRISOGLIO, Opere di Plinio Caecilio Secondo, Turin-Utet 1973, 1098 n. 643.
18
For a roughly similar situation in one other area of the law, note F. SCHULZ, Classical Roman
Law, Oxford-Clarendon Press 1951, 335, «The legal institution of expropriation was well known
to republican and classical law; but regulations apparently did not exist and the matter was left
15
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What we discover Pliny reporting in his letters, then, simply will not jibe at
all well with the picture offered by Aelius Aristides, or conjured at the early
dawn of Rome by Jupiter – or at least, will not do so if one reads Aristides
and Vergil as one is perhaps inclined to do. For neither equality before the law
nor transparency and consistency of legal rules seems to have inspired either
Pliny or Trajan. Moreover, Roman jurisprudence happily embraced the
inequality so dear to Pliny. In short, we have ideals, which are diametrically
opposed. And beyond that, the vision of propriety revealed by Pliny, or Trajan,
or the second-century jurists can hardly be brought into accord with any
modern rendition of the rule of law.
Next, we must acknowledge the stories of substantive law being flatly
ignored or contravened, with apparent impunity, by governmental officials.
Quite famously, for example, when the future emperor Galba governed Spain,
a man was held culpable for having poisoned his ward. The sentence decreed
by Galba was crucifixion; however, the malefactor invoked his proper legal right
of appeal, making known the fact that he was a Roman citizen. In sarcastic
and abusive recognition of the man’s legally privileged status, Galba had the
wretch put up on a cross which had been nicely painted white, and was slightly
taller than the other crosses standing nearby. So did one governor honor a
claim to Roman citizenship, and its attendant legal prerogatives. In his comment
to the passage where this is recorder, David Shotter minces no words: “The
present instance, however, illustrates how, even under the principate, the
power of a Roman governor remained arbitrary”19.
entirely to the discretion of the magistrates». For an attempt to locate more legal security in
the Pliny-Trajan correspondence, see, e.g., R. FREUDENBERGER, Das Verhalten der römischen
Behörden gegen die Christen im 2. Jahrhundert, dargestellt am Brief des Plinius an Trajan und
den Reskripten Trajans und Hadrians2, Munich-C.H. Beck 1969, 201-208 (with the following quote
at p. 204): «Die Ablehnung einer eigenen Gesetzgebung hindert nicht, daß der Kaiser sehr
genaue Richtlinien gibt, innerhalb derer er die Fälle behandelt wissen will». Nonetheless, not a
single one of those ‘Richtlinien’ clarifies properly whether the state of being a Christian was,
or was not, by virtue of some transparent and formal governmental act, illegal. Trajan can give
advice on how to prosecute. He patently refuses to consider plainly or clearly why, or whether.
And that, of course, must have left the would-be Christian in rather a difficult position as to
his or her proper course of action. Note, however, also the argument of Adalberto Giovannini
(below, n. 20), namely, that Christianity was indeed, and from early on, explicitly outlawed.
19
See SUET. Galb. 9. 1 and D. SHOTTER, Suetonius. The Lives of Galba, Otho, Vitellius,
Warminster-Aris & Phillips 1993, 114. Note, moreover, that Galba had not long before received
the ornamenta triumphalia, arguably the greatest honor that could be awarded a Roman
senator, mainly for his excellent administration of the province Africa (SUET. Galb. 8. 1). For his
African governorship, and the honor, see C.F. KONRAD, Proconsuls of Africa, the future Emperor
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Then, there is one place where we can get close to the ground, and observe
a provincial legal regime at work over the course of time. This is Egypt, where
a decent number of petitions about legal matters have been preserved. On the
whole, the picture that emerges cannot inspire terribly great optimism, if one
is looking for something like consistent application of a well-known set of rules
and regulations on an even basis for everyone seeking assistance from the
governmental system. Deborah Hobson reached the following conclusion with
respect to this kind of evidence20:
«The judicial system, such as it is, is heavily dependent on self-help, as I have
shown. Since those who are strongest are best able to help themselves, the weak
and defenseless are doubly disadvantaged. Thus the system inevitably must work
to reinforce the rights of those who are most powerful. In this sense one might
conclude that though the imperial legal system was omnipresent to the little
villager, as a source of authority and obligation, it is unlikely to have functioned
very effectively as a source of protection and a guarantee of his personal rights».

28

Two outstanding books have recently done much to nuance our view of the
legal culture in Egypt’s villages21. However, they have not transformed Hobson’s
most basic conclusions in this respect. There are simply too many elements
present there, to allow an easy sense that something which we would
comfortably envision as rule of law dominated life in Egypt’s Roman-era
villages22.
Galba, and the togatus in the Villa Massimo, in Journal of Roman Archaeology 7, 1994, 159160 and PIR2 S 1003 (p. 368). On the other hand, we might also note that the authors of the
Senatus Consultum de Cn. Pisone patre (ll. 49-52) could express horror over Piso’s singular
crudelitas when, as governor of Syria, he executed citizens without trial, and even had a
centurion crucified. And indeed, an argument can be made that the laws did constrain
magistrates of the Roman state. See, for example, A. GIOVANNINI, Die Rechtsprechung im alten
Rom: Rechtsstaat oder magistratische Willkür? in K.M. GIRARDET – U. NORTMANN (eds.),
Menschenrechte und europäische Identität – Die antiken Grundlagen, Stuttgart-Franz Steiner
Verlag 2005, 49-61, who builds his case largely on the Roman reaction to Christianity, which
he argues to have been formally outlawed from early on.
20
D. HOBSON, The Impact of Law on Village Life in Roman Egypt, in B. HALPERN – D. HOBSON
(eds.), Law, Politics and Society in the Ancient Mediterranean World, Sheffield-Sheffield Academic
Press 1993, 216.
21
B. KELLY, Petitions, Litigation, and Social Control in Roman Egypt, Oxford-Oxford University
Press 2011; A. BRYEN, Violence in Roman Egypt. A Study in Legal Interpretation, PhiladelphiaUniversity of Pennsylvania Press 2013.
22
By way of comparison, note what John Crook wrote of the capital. J. CROOK, Law and Life
of Rome, 90 B.C. – A.D. 212, Ithaca-Cornell University Press 1967, 6: «As to how the great bulk
of ordinary crime amongst the humble folk and slaves in the cosmopolitan alleyways of the
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I would like, at this point, to offer two last bits of evidence from the ancient
context, followed by a brief return to Gibbon. We begin with a passage from
an essay “On Law” produced by the orator Dio Chrysostom, who hailed from
Prusa in Bithynia. Dio writes this23:
«Whenever, for instance, a man is confronted by a perplexing situation (δυσκόλου
πράγματοσ) and is seeking to discover what is expedient (τὸ συμφέρον) for him,
he need not, I believe, call in friends or kinsmen, but rather go to the laws and
pose his question. For the law would not, having an eye to its own advantage, give
him inferior advice, nor yet through ignorance of the better course, nor would it
because of some engagement or lack of interest beg its consultants to let it be
excused. For, on the contrary, it has regard for all alike, and it has leisure for the
problems of all others, and for it there is no private or special interest».

Here we have a strong plea for what sounds very much like unencumbered
rule of law. To Dio’s mind, the substantive law must not be subjected to
ignorant or compromised interpretation. Nor is it ever appropriate to disregard
formal statute, simply because this course of action happens to be attractive.
In Dio’s opinion, the law, standing on its own two feet, is paramount, and
should be applied uniformly to all comers, always. This is the vision of law’s
place in the world, which the Romans were often reputed to have championed.
Now, let us compare this with a story from Aulus Gellius’ Attic Nights, a
text published around AD 180, and penned by a widely traveled and expansively
cultured Roman. Here we read that a well-heeled man had gone against a less
distinguished individual. The allegation was that a loan, made by the plaintiff
to the defendant, had not been repaid. However, there was no proof, beyond
the plaintiff’s assertions, that any such loan had ever transpired. Thus, the
defendant demanded that proof of the transaction be presented to the court;
failing that, he desired a countercharge of calumny. Gellius, who had been
appointed as the iudex privatus, and who prefaces the whole story by claiming
that he was woefully ill-equipped, juristically, to handle this case, first had
recourse to advice from his adsessores. The legal issue, they informed him, was
absolutely cut-and-dried. If no proof of the loan could be submitted to the
court, the law categorically demanded a verdict of not guilty. This information,
city of Rome was dealt with we are exceedingly ill informed. There was probably little real
jurisdiction, only summary punishment». Nor is Egypt the only place where strife, and the
attempts to resolve it, can be observed at close hand. See, e.g., P. HERRMANN, Hilferufe aus
römischen Provinzen. Ein Aspekt der Krise des römischen Reiches im 3. Jhdt. n. Chr., HamburgVandenhoeck & Ruprecht 1990.
23
DIO CHRYS. Or. 75. 3. The translation reproduced here is that by Crosby, in the Loeb edition.
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however, unsettled Gellius; for he did not wish to decide the case contrary to
the desires of the eminent plaintiff. Therefore, he turned to a philosopher friend
for suggestions. When even philosophy could offer him no viable extraction
from the gnarled predicament, he chose the path of least resistance. Gellius
announced a verdict of non liquet, and simply walked away24.
The discrepancies between what Dio puts before his audience and what
Gellius reports about his own actions as a judge are blatant, and are indicative
of a significant problem. On the one hand, the concept that law should
invariably rule was hardly a stranger to the residents of the Roman Empire.
And yet, good arguments could be made, and indeed were made, and were
in fact followed up on, precisely in the opposite direction. Much in the
presumptive quotidian results of the former attitude generated apparent
widespread satisfaction with Rome’s rule, while the varied effects of the latter
type of thought provoked no little bitterness about the masters from Italy, and
their brand of justice25. We are quite simply face-to-face with a story, which is
patently not monolithic, either in theory, or in deed.
Precisely this situation is refracted already in Gibbon’s masterful volumes.
We have recalled above the famous (and often cited) passage, which opens the
Decline and Fall, where the author summons the «gentle, but powerful,
influence of laws» to paint second-century Rome at the very peak of her
fluorescence. However, later in the work, in the forty-forth chapter, where
Rome’s legal system is portrayed, the picture is notably less monochrome. When
talking about law in the praetor’s hands, Gibbon writes that, «A jurisdiction thus
vague and arbitrary was exposed to the most dangerous abuse; the substance,
as well as the form of justice, were often sacrificed to the prejudices of virtue,
the bias of laudable affection, and the grosser seductions of interest or
resentment». He then rehearses various factors which will have mitigated the
extent of such abuse, ultimately to argue that with the codification of the ius
GELL. noct. att. 14. 2. Cf. L. GAGLIARDI, La figura del giudice privato del processo civile romano,
in E. CANTARELLA - L. GAGLIARDI (eds.), Diritto e teatro in Grecia e a Roma, Milan-LED Edizioni
Universitarie di Lettere Economia Diritto 2007, 214, and citing further literature on this case.
25
For a classic investigation of unhappiness with Roman rule in general, see H. FUCHS, Der
geistige Widerstand gegen Rom in der antiken Welt, Berlin-Walter de Gruyter 1938. And for
specific ancient criticisms of Roman lawyers, law, and justice, see D. NÖRR, Rechtskritik in der
römischen Antike, Munich-C.H. Beck 1974. Then, for a series of interesting takes on the Romans,
both positive and negative, from beyond the confines of the empire, see A. KOLB and M. SPEIDEL,
Perceptions from Beyond: Some Observations on Non-Roman Assessments of the Roman Empire
from the Great Eastern Trade Routes, in D. SLOOTJES - M. PEACHIN (eds.), Rome and the Worlds
Beyond its Frontiers, Leiden-E.J. Brill 2016, 151-179.
24
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honorarium under Hadrian, «the long divorce of law and equity was at length
reconciled»26. Gibbon also recalls the inability of the jurisprudents, Rome’s true
legal experts, to gain ultimate sway over courtroom practice: «But these
interpreters could neither enact nor execute the laws of the republic; and the
judges might disregard the authority of the Scaevolas themselves, which was
often overthrown by the eloquence or sophistry of an ingenious pleader»27. The
ability of philosophy and rhetoric to influence outcomes was plain to Gibbon:
«From the Portico the Roman civilians learned to live, to reason, and to die:
but they imbibed in some degree the prejudices of the sect: the love of paradox,
the pertinacious habits of dispute, and a minute attachment to words and verbal
distinctions. The superiority of form to matter was introduced to ascertain the
right of property; and the equality of crimes is countenanced by an opinion of
Trebatius, that he who touches the ear touches the whole body; and that he
who steals from a heap of corn or a hogshead of wine is guilty of the entire
theft»28. Finally, it is worth noting that Gibbon was well attuned to the lurking
arbitrary brutality of Roman criminal law29:
«In the absence of penal laws and the insufficiency of civil actions, the peace and
justice of the city were imperfectly maintained by the private jurisdiction of the
citizens. The malefactors who replenish our gaols are the outcasts of society, and
the crimes for which they suffer may be commonly ascribed to ignorance, poverty,
and brutal appetite. For the perpetration of similar enormities, a vile plebian might
claim and abuse the sacred character of a member of the republic; but on the
proof or suspicion of guilt the slave or the stranger was nailed to a cross, and this
strict and summary justice might be exercised without restraint over the greatest
part of the populace of Rome … the invention and frequent use of extraordinary
pains proceeded from the desire to extend and conceal the progress of despotism
… the freedom of the city evaporated in the extent of the empire…».

In short, the Janus-like nature of Rome’s legal cosmos had not escaped
Gibbon’s eagle eye, regardless of the optimistic words with which he opens
his tale.
One last voice, this one closer to home, and then we can move on. Mary
Beard has recently expressed an acute lack of faith in Roman rule of law30:
GIBBON, Decline and Fall cit. (n. 10) IV,
GIBBON, Decline and Fall cit. (n. 10) IV,
28
GIBBON, Decline and Fall cit. (n. 10) IV,
29
GIBBON, Decline and Fall cit. (n. 10) IV,
30
M. BEARD, SPQR. A History of Ancient
2015, 464.
26
27
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«The sophisticated edifice of Roman law, despite its extraordinary expertise in
formulating legal rules and principles, deciding issues of responsibility and
determining rights of ownership and contract, had little impact on the lives of those
below the elite and offered little help for their problems … Most of the time, the
official institutions of the law were not interested in the problems of the ordinary
people, or vice versa … in general the law was out of the reach of most of the
population, who, as we shall soon see, often looked on trials and legal processes
more as a threat to be feared than as a possible protection».

32

It is difficult to imagine how opinions regarding the Roman state as a guarantor
of law and justice could be any further apart than are those of, say, Clifford
Ando (above, p. 6) and Mary Beard.
So, when all is said and done, the intrinsic nature of our ancient evidence,
whose lineaments should at this point be clear, leaves the student of Roman
law in a most perplexing situation. For despite the wealth of data impelling us
to apprehend Rome as a ‘Rechtsstaat’, and regardless of the fact that many
scholars have long been drawn precisely to one or another form of such a
vision, there are likewise clues aplenty pointing at an entirely different situation,
and it can thus be sorely tempting to imagine the Roman Empire as a place
where the powerful habitually lorded it over the weak, where self-help was
often the order of the day, where arbitrariness reigned supreme, and where
many were indeed not so happy at all with the much vaunted pax Romana,
and its avowed legal underpinnings. All of this is surely what leads to a judicious
sentiment expressed recently by William Harris31:
«When Aelius Aristides explained why he thought (or pretended to think) that the
government of the Roman Empire was a democracy, ‘under one man who is the
best ruler and teacher’ (To Rome 60), his argument was that it was ruled by law.
That was true – though of course only part of the truth…».

So, what now? Shall we simply decide that sometimes, in some places, law
(sometimes Roman law, sometimes local law, sometimes some mixture of the
two) ruled, and that at other times, in other places, it did not – and be done
with it? Such a conclusion would hardly be misleading; it surely represents
some part of the truth. That said, I think that there are ways in which the
whole issue of a Roman rule of law can be further interrogated with profit.
Holding that thought in mind, I would first like to suggest some of the reasons
W.V. HARRIS, Roman Power. A Thousand Years of Empire, Cambridge-Cambridge University
Press 2016, 186.
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for which any and every pursuit of this matter must move with extreme
caution. After that, however, we can consider several paths, which might bring
us somewhat nearer to a properly nuanced appraisal of Rome as ‘Rechtsstaat’.
II. Some Roadblocks. – It seems likely that any inquiry as to rule of law in
the ancient Roman world will at some point want to consider the quotidian
situation in this regard. Put simply: Did law regiment lives and affairs
throughout the imperium Romanum? The problem is that any examination of
the real-world effects of law during antiquity runs up against several
troublesome roadblocks. It is best that these be honestly foregrounded.
Therefore, the following issues will be tackled, albeit very briefly, next: (1) the
problematic influence which the Digest has exerted on our calculation of the
extent to which law ruled daily life under the High Empire; (2) the dearth of
meaningful statistical data; (3) how we might go about handling opinions voiced
in antiquity regarding Roman rule of law; (4) the difficulty of defining rule of
law altogether.
So, topic one. The astonishing grandeur of ancient Roman jurisprudence,
especially as this is enshrined in the Digest, has persistently shaped a certain
vision of law’s actualities in the Roman Mediterranean. In particular, there has
been an entirely understandable urge to imagine that the brilliance exhibited
by Rome’s learned lawyers flatly ordered life in that world. One example of
such thought, this from the pen of a very great Romanist, will be illustrative32:
«La verità è che il monumento giuridico di Roma … costituisce il pensiero direttivo,
la disciplina della condotta umana … questo monumento giuridico riuscì a fondere
i popoli in una grande comunità, la cui concezione unitaria venne regolata, tutelata,
promossa dall’ordine di quelle somme leggi … La storia del diritto romano, pubblico
e privato, è la storia della civiltà romana».

Recent years have experienced a flourishing scholarly trend which indeed tries
to understand the connections between the positive law and quotidian
realities. Now, while the ‘law and society’ brand of scholarship does not see
things in quite the glowing terms that (e.g.) Riccobono did, nonetheless, this
S. RICCOBONO JR., Storia del diritto Romano. Lezioni tenute nella Facoltà Giuridica della
Università di Messina, Palermo 1953, 2-3. It must be realized, straightaway, that this kind of an
absolutist vision of the Romans as something like a ‘people of the law’ cannot nowadays be
maintained. See forcefully to that effect, D. MANTOVANI, Leges multitudo e diritto privato.
Revisione critica della tesi di Giovanni Rotondi, in J.-L. FERRARY (ed.), Leges publicae. La legge
nell’esperienza giuridica romana, Pavia-IUSS Press 2012, 707.
32
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school of thought does posit a fairly direct link between much of what we
read in the Digest and that which we generally can observe transpiring on the
ground33.
That said, one preeminent student of ancient Roman law, Alan Watson, has
argued forcefully for significant disjunction in this respect. In Watson’s view,
the Digest often confronts us with a highly self-referential body of writing,
produced by a tiny group of elite intellectuals, who were by no means always
interested in real people and their quotidian affairs. Thus, at one point he
maintains that, «Roman jurists argue as if they lived in a vacuum, remote from
economic, social, religious, and political considerations»34. Watson not long ago
pleaded his case anew, and did so precisely in the context of the law and
society movement. What he has to say well deserves serious consideration. I
quote here only the most trenchant bits of his summarizing35:

34

«My point, often made but almost as often ignored, is not that the jurists were
unaware of social reality. Of course they were; almost all were socially prominent
and some were top imperial bureaucrats. But they had a style of interpretation
that was inward-looking and not too geared to social engineering». (p. 23)
«To put it crudely … law in the Roman legal sources very frequently does not reflect
the values and interests of society at large, or even those in a position to make
and change the law». (p. 34)

The point in the present context is this. If the law, as we have it via the
Digest, was in the main carefully crafted with Roman realities in its sights, then
the relationship between the jurists’ law contained in that book and the
potential rule of law throughout the Roman Mediterranean should presumably
be fairly intimate. On the other hand, if the Digest is better thought to
For many good thoughts on the whole issue of law and society, especially as this has
been playing itself out in the scholarship of recent times, see J. PÖLÖNEN, Framing ‘Law and
Society’ in the Roman World, in P.J. DU PLESSIS – C. ANDO – K. TUORI (eds.), The Oxford Handbook
of Roman Law and Society, New York-Oxford University Press 2016, 8-22. Indeed, this volume
altogether now provides an excellent overview of the state of the scholarship in this regard.
34
A. WATSON, The Spirit of Roman Law, Athens, GA-University of Georgia Press 1995, 66.
35
A. WATSON, Law and Society, in J.W. CAIRNS and P.J. DU PLESSIS (eds.), Beyond Dogmatics:
Law and Society in the Roman World, Edinburgh-Edinburgh University Press 2007, 9-35. Here,
one would perhaps want to think about the supposed differences between the so-called
Sabinian school of lawyers, which is often thought to have been more pragmatic in its approach
to law, and the Proculian school, which can be supposed to have operated on a more theoretical
level. But, this is a very large topic, and the whole issue of these schools remains in many ways
obscure, and debated. One can now best begin with T.G. LEESEN, Gaius Meets Cicero. Law and
Rhetoric in the School Controversies, Leiden-E.J. Brill 2010.
33
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represent what was originally an insular and scholarly endeavor, which often
largely disregarded the real world, then the interface between jurisprudential
law and rule of law ought to be more tenuous – and ought to require some
very careful calibration. We will return to this issue below. But for the moment,
let us merely recognize that the conundrum must be faced honestly.
Now, point two: statistics. In so far as we hope to discover the realities of
law at work, it would be crucial to be able to quantify law’s workaday effects.
However, we unfortunately have nothing like a corpus of data which would
sustain statistical analysis of any truly meaningful sort. Thus, for example, we
cannot even begin to ask a question like: What percentage of those who
appealed to Caesar for legal assistance found that their applications resulted
in a desirable or fair outcome? Nor can we hope to gauge what proportion of
any given population in the Roman Empire might have cared to use such legal
services as were potentially available to them. And if we were to ask, say,
about the percentage of court rulings which were overturned because they
were dishonest, mistaken, or otherwise flawed, the answer would be a
resounding non liquet. In short, the numbers, which would seem to be
indispensable, if we want somehow to measure the extent to which positive
law regimented the Roman world, are absolutely and utterly lacking. Thus, any
and every discussion of a Roman rule of law must devise some modus operandi
suited to an atmosphere devoid of proper quantification36. It seems to me that
we would do quite well, in fact, were we generally to be guided by the closing
words of Benjamin Kelly’s investigation of petitions and litigation in Roman
Egypt37:
«As A.H.M. Jones confessed long ago, the embarrassing fact that ancient economic
historians hesitate to mention in lay company is that there are no ancient statistics.
An honest ancient social historian must make a similar confession. Occasionally we
can manufacture some very rough statistical claims (for instance, claims concerning
the gender or literacy of petitioners). But it is impossible to do this for more
complex phenomena, such as the general impact of the ‘shadow of the law’ on
informal dispute resolution. In my view, therefore, the main aim of the social
historian of ancient law should be typological, not cliometric. We should avoid
making bogus statistical claims about the relative frequency or ‘importance’ of a
behaviour. Instead, we should aim to isolate the types of behaviour visible in the
legal realm and the types of impact that law had on society. When we approach

16.

36

See in this regard PÖLÖNEN, Framing ‘Law and Society’ in the Roman World cit. (n. 33),

37

KELLY, Petitions, Litigation, and Social Control cit. (n. 21), 332-333.
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petitioning and litigation in Roman Egypt from this perspective, we find very diverse,
complex, and interesting impacts and behaviours indeed».

This lack of numbers is compounded and complicated by another issue (point
three). Given (again) the nature of our inquiry, and given also the available
evidence, we can scarcely avoid collecting the sentiments of various ancient
individuals with regard to the place of law in their world – i.e., we depend
heavily on the kind of material laid out in the first section above. Yet, any
engagement with this kind of testimony raises a significant perplexity (even aside
from the fact that, as a whole, this data is pretty thoroughly discrepant). Thus,
for example, when we come across any given explicit statement of thanks
offered up to, say, ‘a most just’ Roman governmental official, we must wrestle
with vexed issues of interpretation. Are such utterances to be accepted at face
value, thereby revealing deep belief in a just legal and administrative ordering
of the world by the Roman state and its agents? Or, alternatively, might we
sense a speck of sycophancy to be lurking here38? Why should we not potentially
think that we are dealing with attempts to sweet-talk the addressee, so as to
extract benefits from him? In this regard, Fergus Millar has written wisely39:
36

«It is important therefore to stress that in looking at rituals, cults, public expressions
of gratitude, the erection of statues, and all those other visible forms of symbolism,
we should not ask what people really felt, because we do not know (and in almost
all cases cannot in principle know). Some two centuries after Augustus’ death,
Tertullian was to point out to the pagan world that all their loyalist rituals showed
precisely nothing about their real feelings; if (he imagines) their hearts were covered
with some transparent material, you would be able to look in and, just as they
were acclaiming one Emperor, you would see the image already formed there of
his rival and successor distributing largesse (Apol. 35, 7). There is not, and cannot
be, any such privileged view into the hearts of Augustus’ subjects. We cannot know
either that they felt, or for that matter that they did not feel, the reverence, loyalty,
and gratitude which they so lavishly expressed. But we can study the logic of their
public actions, and of their words, artefacts and buildings».

Just recently, Angelos Chaniotis has made this point again, and his views equally
merit plain exposition40:
Note Harris’ aside (quoted above, n. 31) with respect to what Aelius Aristides thought of
Roman democracy and rule of law – “or pretended to think.”
39
F. MILLAR, State and Subject: The Impact of Monarchy, in F. MILLAR - E. SEGAL (eds.), Caesar
Augustus. Seven Aspects, Oxford-Clarendon Press 1984, 39-40.
40
A. CHANIOTIS, Affective Diplomacy: Emotional Scripts between Greek Communities and
38
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«What people really felt individually or collectively can hardly ever be studied.
Ancient historians and classicists should not have any illusions to the contrary. Some
literary narratives by reliable historians may offer us very general impressions about
collective feeling (e.g. grief and fear after the disaster of the Sicilian expedition).
There may be some genuine expressions of feeling in epigrams and curses. But,
generally, what historians can study is the part played by emotions in complex
strategies of communication».

The simple conclusion: No collection of ancient sentiments regarding any
form of rule of law effectuated (or not) by Roman hegemony is going to tell
us, in some straightforward manner, either that there flatly was (or was not)
such an accomplishment. We can surely go some distance toward elucidating
the «complex strategies of communication» involved here. That is, we can most
certainly get at abstract notions, both positive and negative. However, this
analysis will never provide us with the ‘real’ or ‘true’ emotions, or thoughts,
of the ancient actors. And so, this avenue of investigation is simply not going
to divulge either the presence or the absence of ‘real’ rule of law in the Roman
world. That said, all of the talk should not by any means be jettisoned; for
here we surely have reflected, at least to some degree, the logic, which
presumably lay behind many a public action. The two – underlying logic, and
public action – must simply be investigated jointly, and as they worked in
various systems and strategies of communication.
Yet another matter (point four) has thus far been lurking behind this whole
discussion; it must now be hauled into the open. The question is this: What,
altogether, might a Roman rule of law look like? In short, what is our definition,
or description, of Roman rule of law to be? I am, of course, now presuming
that there cannot be one universal rule of law, applicable in all places, at all
times; and hence, we would be in search of some rule of law variant which is
peculiar to our ancient Roman context. Now, so far as I can make out, none
of those who talk about rule of law in the Roman world has actually tendered
a definition of the thing. It would seem that something must be said about
this matter, if the discussion is to be conducted properly. How, though, shall
we proceed?
One might incline to begin by looking at the modern world, so as to distill
from the studies of modern scholars a generalized definition of ‘rule of law’.
And then, perhaps with the inevitable bit of tinkering, so as to avoid gross
Roman Authorities during the Republic, in D. CAIRNS – L. FULKERSON (eds.), Emotions between
Greece and Rome, London-Institute of Classical Studies, School of Advanced Study, University
of London 2015, 88. ANDO, Imperial Ideology cit. (n. 11), 72 ff. is likewise valuable in this respect.
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anachronism, we might apply that modern definition to our ancient scenario.
Such a procedure is unfortunately not going to work. For the simple fact is
that even now, among scholars discussing their own legal cosmos, there is no
consensus at all as to what rule of law is, or should be, or could be. There is
not even accord as to what the absolutely necessary basic elements constituent
of rule of law would be41.
Given this situation, I do not think we can at all usefully begin by proposing
what Roman rule of law would look like, even theoretically. And anyhow, as
was indicated by the opening section of this paper, ancient thought about how
law ought to function is itself so contradictory, that it would very quickly tie
us up in knots. In fine, no a priori definition will be essayed here. For the
moment, it seems that we may indeed have to continue working in a more
inductive fashion. That is, we would probably do better to work back toward
understanding what Roman rule of law might look like by observing actions
taken in that world which seem, roughly speaking, to move in the direction of
something that could be called rule of law. In working this way, however, we
must be ever vigilant. We must be receptive to the fact that we are enmeshed
in a Roman context, where law, in its various manifestations, might not always
be intended to perform exactly the same functions as it does in our world.
Both law, and rule of law, must be approached from the perspective of the
broader Roman social, cultural, political, governmental, and administrative
environment42.
The long and the short of our predicament, then, is this. If we wish to
investigate ancient Rome as a ‘Rechtsstaat’ which brought about rule of law,
we are significantly hampered by at least four pitfalls. First, we should not
blithely extrapolate from the hugely impressive oeuvre of the Roman
jurisprudents to anything like an everyday rule of law. The issue is
complicated43. Second, we do not have the data necessary to interrogate
For an illuminating overview of the current situation in this regard, see D.B. RODRIGUEZ M.D. MCCUBBINS - B.R. WEINGAST, The Rule of Law Unplugged, in Emory Law Journal 59, 2010,
1455-1494. It may be noted that precisely the same set of worries besets the study of classical
Athenian rule of law: D. COHEN, Law, Violence, and Community in Classical Athens, CambridgeCambridge University Press 1995, 34-35. I thank my colleague, Andrew Monson, for pointing
this out to me.
42
Note B.Z. TAMANAHA, On the Rule of Law: History, Politics, Theory, Cambridge-Cambridge
University Press 2004, 3-6, making the point that any delineation of rule of law must be
contingent upon its particular socio-political situation.
43
Cf. PÖLÖNEN, Framing ‘Law and Society’ in the Roman World cit. (n. 33), 9-10, 12, who
points to the insistent influence of MOMMSEN’S Staatsrecht in this regard.
41
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statistically the daily workings of Rome’s legal system. Thus, nothing can be
appraised in black and white. Third, whenever we come face-to-face with
ancient opinions about this realm, we cannot presume that we are witnesses
to genuine, or, let us dare to say, true, utterances. And anyhow, even if every
single pronouncement we have were indubitably sincere, such opinions as we
do possess are, in aggregate, thoroughly contradictory. Finally, and perhaps
most importantly, we are presently in no good position conclusively to describe,
even in embryonic theoretical terms, the contours of the beast we are hunting,
namely, Roman rule of law.
With the remainder of this article, then, I do not propose to attempt any
resolution of the question as to whether the Romans did or did not, even in
the main, achieve something like a ‘Rechtsstaat’ characterized inherently by the
rule of law. Indeed, I do not very much think that there ever can or will be a
simple and cogent ‘yes’ or ‘no’ answer to such a query. Rather, I would like
to offer some suggestions as to some avenues we might explore, so as to
approach what surely will be, at the very most, an approximate reckoning of
this matter.
III. Potential Ways Forward. – It seems to me that the best overall approach,
at least initially, to the whole complex of issues potentially involved here is to
ask chiefly the following. What efforts, of what kinds, did the Roman state
devote to law and legal institutions writ large? And more particularly, what
exact steps did the government take, which seem to have been aimed at
establishing law as the regulator of quotidian affairs? We have seen above that
there was indeed a powerful ideal which averred that rule of law, or something
like it, held sway throughout the Roman imperium. So, what efforts were made
to realize the ideal? Such an approach will still not reveal to us, of course, the
actual existence, or not, of a ‘Rechtsstaat’. However, it may provide us with a
decently accurate sense of just how seriously, and in just what ways, the Roman
state sought to make its ideal world into its real world.
Before taking a single step further, however, an issue, which cannot be
handled at all sufficiently in the present context, must nonetheless be
adumbrated, and should be kept firmly in mind from here on. I have just
suggested that we require a more capacious understanding of what the Roman
state was attempting to accomplish with its law. The fact is, however, that any
and all talk of the ancient Roman ‘state’ or ‘government’ will run the risk of
being deeply misleading. For the Roman state/government was ultimately
designed by, comprised of (at the top), and primarily implemented by a very
small group of elite men. These individuals knew each other well, were often
© Edizioni Scientifiche Italiane
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interrelated, and they seem generally to have considered the Roman ‘state’ to
be, in the final analysis, of, by, and for themselves44. Thus, use of words like
‘state’ or ‘government’ in this ancient context should not be allowed to import
dangerously anachronistic parallels with a large, predominantly anonymous, and
professionally staffed modern nation state45. This is a pre-modern world, and
a very particular one, no less. Therefore, when such expressions are used here,
they are in almost every instance to be understood as metonymies for the tiny
elite which shepherded the Roman community46. And of course, the
jurisprudents, who were responsible for the lion’s share of the positive law,
were an integral part of this group.
Now, if we are to examine the ways in which the ancient Roman state
perhaps sought to have her laws rule, then it is best that we begin at the very
beginning, namely, with the creation of that law. I do not have in mind here
the generation of such statutory acts as leges, or senatus consulta, or edicts
With that said, we must likewise realize that the members of the elite engaged many
subordinate functionaries in the government, and these people undertook much of the day-today work. They, however, did not fix the directions or goals, such as these were, of the state
apparatus. Nor did these lower-status government workers make statutory law, as did various
members of the elite. In any case, some of the literature, which helps to understand the roles
these lower-status individuals played in carrying out governmental functions, is: O. HIRSCHFELD, Die
kaiserlichen Verwaltungsbeamten bis auf Diocletian2, Berlin-Weidmannsche Verlagsbuchhandlung
1905 repr. 1963; A.M. DUFF, Freedmen in the Early Roman Empire, Oxford-Oxford University
Press 1928, repr. Cambridge-W. Heffer & Sons, Ltd. 1958, 129-186; G. BOULVERT, Esclaves et
affranchis imperiaux sous le Haut-Empire Romain. Rôle politique et administratif, Naples-Editore
Jovene 1970; P.R.C. WEAVER, Familia Caesaris. A Social Study of the Emperor’s Freedmen and
Slaves (Cambridge 1972) 199-294; B. COHEN, Some neglected ordines: the apparitorial statusgroups, in C. NICOLET (ed.), Des orders à Rome, Paris-Publications de la Sorbonne 1984, 29-46;
A. KOLB, Die kaiserliche Bauverwaltung in der Stadt Rom. Geschichte und Aufbau der cura operum
publicorum unter dem Prinzipat, Stuttgart-Franz Steiner Verlag 1993, 110-136; R. HAENSCH, Le
rôle des officiales de l’administration provincial dans le processus de decision, in Cahiers du
Centre Gustave Glotz 11, 2000, 259-276.
45
For a good sense, in broad terms, of the Roman governmental structure, see P. GARNSEY
and R. SALLER, The Roman Empire. Economy, Society and Culture, Berkeley and Los AngelesUniversity of California Press 1987, 20-40. For a much more thorough picture, see F. JACQUES J. SCHEID, Rom und das Reich in der Hohen Kaiserzeit, 44 v. Chr. – 260 n. Chr. Band I. Die Struktur
des Reiches, Stuttgart and Leipzig-B.G. Teubner 1998, along with C. LEPELLEY (ed.), Rome et
l’intégration de l’Empire. 44 av. J.-C. – 260 ap. J.-C. Tome 2. Approches régionals du Haut-Empire
romain, Paris-Presses universitaires de France 1998, repr. 2008.
46
With that said, it must equally be realized that the Roman elite did not live in a bubble,
utterly impervious to any and all input from below. Rather, one must calculate, in many ways,
with a sort of top-to-bottom ‘discussion’, particularly when it comes to ideologies of various
kinds. Again, though, this is a topic far too large to be handled here. For a sense of what is at
stake, see NOREÑA, Imperial Ideals cit. (n. 3), 245-297.
44
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of magistrates, or imperial constitutions; for these were all, from the very
moment of their conception, relatively straightforward regulatory acts focused
narrowly on real-world situations47. Rather, I think that we must take a hard
look, again, at the nature of the texts preserved in the Digest. For these writings
were not at all so uncomplicated as were the other vehicles of statutory action
just mentioned. In fact, there are a number of complexities intrinsic to the
juristic literature preserved by Tribonian and his co-workers which must be
taken into account in the present context. What I should like to argue now,
then, is that the issues about to be tackled, especially if they are considered
together, as a bundle of interrelated elements comprising ultimately a larger
unified whole, must serve to unsettle markedly any calculation of how
substantive law functioned in the Roman context. And that, in turn, should
encourage anyone investigating ancient Roman rule of law to pause, and
recalibrate somewhat her or his approach to this whole matter.
So, to begin with, we have already witnessed one aspect of the broader
situation facing us. For we saw just above that there is a notable cleft between
those who imagine the Digest texts as powerful organizers of everyday life,
and those who see this literature as highly self-referential, and as having been
significantly isolated from real-world affairs. Underlying this divergence of
opinion there resides, in fact, an utterly fundamental question, which seems
to have gone unasked – or at least, it is generally not posed outright. What
were the jurisprudents who generated the literature now preserved in the
Digest trying to do, or to accomplish, with the books they penned about law?
My point here is the following.
Those modern scholars who envision a direct link between the Digest and
everyday realities seem in some inherent way to assume that when a Roman
jurisprudent fixed upon the project of writing a book about law, he intended,
unflinchingly, thereby to be creating positive law, which ultimately would be
implemented in courts of law. Or at least, this is what our jurist is often tacitly
taken to have been doing, so long as he was not merely reiterating, in some
manner, what could be viewed as an already fixed legal position. In any case,
shaping law for the regulation of society ought, on this take, to have been the
Two points here. First, we must now realize that there will have been significantly more
leges publicae than we presently know about, and that a good deal of civil law was developed
in these. See on this, see MANTOVANI, Leges multitudo cit. (n. 32). Secondly, Pierangelo
Buongiorno is currently leading a huge project to create a commented edition of all known
senatus consulta. When that becomes available, we will have a significantly better grasp of the
place of this kind of statute with respect to a Roman rule of law.
47
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fundamental purpose of much Roman juristic writing. It therefore would pretty
well inevitably follow that writing about law and a potential rule of law ought
to have been conceived by the jurists as striding along in tandem.
On the other hand, anyone who is in the least convinced by the arguments
submitted by Alan Watson must putatively grapple with a rather different set
of assumptions. That is, if many a Roman jurisprudent argues in such a fashion
as to abstract his legal point from any likely, or useful, real-world application,
then it would seem that he simply cannot exclusively have been supposing, as
he penned the argument, that he would necessarily be creating law in such a
way as to shape profoundly the daily activities of his community. He must have
been writing about law with some other goal, or goals, in mind – or, he must
have been doing so at least in part. This vision of things would putatively drive
some kind of wedge between law, such as we have it in the Digest, and law
as it was practiced in courts around the empire. In other words, this way of
seeing things would presumably separate, in some fashion, and to some degree,
the positive Roman law, as we have come to define it and to know it, from
any potentially existent rule of law.
It is this eventuality that I should now like to develop, though in a fashion
which will move several steps beyond, yet still in concert with, the point made
by Watson. So, let us grant that the Roman jurists sometimes created legal
arguments which were, in purely legal terms, ‘Weltfremd’. What we must
realize is that this was not the only way in which these men worked, so as
significantly to complicate the relationships between their legal opinions and
the everyday world of legal affairs. A bit of extended discussion will now be
required to lay this out.
Let us start in the reign of Tiberius, when A. Cornelius Celsus produced a
multi-volume compendium of knowledge, which usually goes under the title of
Artes, and which probably served, in the main, to outline for any budding orator
(or perhaps, for any properly educated person) such horizons of knowledge as
he ought minimally to grasp48. Given the state of the manuscript tradition, we
do not know, with absolute certainty, what all the component parts of this
work were; however, medicine, agriculture, rhetoric, and military science were
indubitably covered. It is most probable that philosophy and law were likewise
addressed49. To the extent, then, that law was one of Celsus’ topics, there are
I follow here the suggestions of A. KAPPELMACHER, Untersuchungen zur Enzyklopädie des A.
Cornelius Celsus, Vienna and Leipzig-Wilhelm Braumüller K.K. Universitäts-Buchhandlung 1918,
esp. 1-18.
49
See, e.g.: M. WELLMANN, Cornelius Nr. 82, in RE IV, 1, Stuttgart-J.B. Metzler 1900, 127348
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consequences for us. For if this ‘encyclopedia’ conceived of law as one of
several areas of knowledge with which an educated individual would ideally be
conversant, then Celsus must have considered the literature about law to be
in some sense comparable to the literature about medicine, or about
agriculture, or rhetoric, or the military, or philosophy50. And if that is so, then
we must do some careful thinking about what Roman juristic writing was for,
what its intrinsic purpose (or purposes) might have been. Here is the point.
In recent years, scholars have revisited ancient technical and didactic writing
of all sorts. A very basic question underlying much of this work has been the
following. Was it the exclusive goal of such writing to transmit the subject matter
in question to persons who somehow required that knowledge for some purely
pragmatic mission? That is, were these writings simple how-to books, i.e.,
handbooks in the modern sense? Or, were there perhaps (also) authorial
ambitions involved, which we would more readily perceive as ‘literary,’ or even
‘political,’ in nature?51. Obviously, there will be no one universally applicable result
to inquiry of this kind. However, this broad engagement with ancient ‘Fachtexte’
qua literary/political artefacts must surely raise similar questions about Roman
1276; KAPPELMACHER, Untersuchungen cit. (n. 48); M. VON ALBRECHT, A History of Roman Literature.
From Livius Andronicus to Boethius, Leiden-E.J. Brill 1997, 1239; R. MAYER, Creating a Literature
of Information in Rome, in M. HORSTER - C. REITZ (eds.), Wissensvermittlung in dichterischer Gestalt,
Stuttgart-Franz Steiner Verlag 2005, 231. Still, some caution is advisable here. So, e.g.: C. SCHULZE,
Celsus, Hildesheim, Zurich and New York-Georg Olms Verlag 2001, 14-17: S. SCONOCCHIA, Medicina
romana e greca di prima età imperiale, in C. SANTINI (ed.), Letteratura scientifica e tecnica di
Grecia e Roma, Rome-Carocci 2002, 332.
50
In this respect, note F. SCHULZ, History of Roman Legal Science, Oxford-Clarendon Press
1946, 4, «… no work exists which presents the history of science in antiquity as a whole, and
it is only in that setting that Roman legal science can be completely understood». Cf. also VON
ALBRECHT, A History of Roman Literature cit. (n. 49), 565, classing juristic literature as the most
important branch of Roman technical writing.
51
A sampling of this recent work on technical/didactic literature: A. and J. PEGEAUD (eds.),
Les textes médicaux latins comme littérature, Nantes-Université de Nantes 2000; M. FORMISANO,
Tecnica e scrittura: le letterature tecnico-scientifiche nello spazio letterario tardolatino, RomeCarocci 2001; M. HORSTER - C. REITZ (eds.), Antike Fachschriftsteller: Literarischer Diskurs und
sozialer Kontext, Stuttgart-Franz Steiner Verlag 2003; M. HORSTER - C. REITZ (eds.),
Wissensvermittlung in dichterischer Gestalt, Stuttgart-Franz Steiner Verlag 2005; M. ASPER,
Griechische Wissenschaftstexte. Formen, Funktionen Differenzierungsgeschichten, Stuttgart-Franz
Steiner Verlag 2007; S. DIEDERICH, Römische Agrarhandbücher zwischen Fachwissenschaft,
Literatur und Ideologie, Berlin and New York-W. de Gruyter 2007; T. FÖGEN, Wissen
Kommunikation und Selbstdarstellung. Zur Struktur und Charakteristik römischer Fachtexte der
frühen Kaiserzeit, Munich-C.H. Beck 2009. Note also that Pliny the Elder’s Natural History is
being subjected to a roughly similar kind of reading: T.R. LAEHN, Pliny’s Defense of Empire, New
York and London-Routledge 2013.
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legal literature – and this is especially so in light of Celsus’ apparent estimation
of the place law held in the de rigeur curriculum of his day52.
Now, the argument plainly cannot be that all legal literature was exclusively
intended to function purely as stimulating literary fare, albeit of a deeply
specialized and scholarly sort. For in the first place, there is a significant portion
of the output by elite jurists which was manifestly intended, in an arguably
more pedestrian and pragmatic fashion, to bring the neophyte up to speed53.
The books entitled Institutiones, which arose in the second century AD, were
no doubt technical manuals aimed at beginners (though, of course, one might
ask: beginners of what kind?); and Massurius Sabinus’ three-book De iure civili
seems to have served likewise54. Another book entitled Institutiones, this by
Marcian, can be portrayed as a handbook for administrative officials; and
Hermogenian’s Iuris epitomae may have been created to instruct the new state
officials spawned by Diocletian’s reorganization of the government55. A similar
guess can be made about the books entitled Regulae, another genre that seems
to have become popular in the second century AD56. The De officio literature
presumably belongs here as well57. And from late antiquity, to name but one
44

It is perhaps worth noting, just by way of example, that Aulus Gellius, in his Noctes Atticae,
deals with a range of subjects not at all dissimilar to what we find in Celsus’ Artes. I suggest
Gellius’ principal areas of interest based on the evaluation of these in L. HOLFORD-STREVENS, Aulus
Gellius: An Antonine Scholar and his Achievement2, Oxford-Oxford University Press 2003: Greek
and Latin language, orators, and poets; history; philosophy; rhetoric; law; medicine. And, for
some perceptive comments about “reductive generalisations” with respect to the goals of
ancient technical authors, see H. VON STADEN, Author and Authority. Celsus and the Construction
of a Scientific Self, in M.E. VÁZQUEZ BUJÁN (ed.), Tradición e innovación de la medicina latina de
la Antigüedad y de la Alta Edad Media, Santiago de Compostela-Universidade de Santiago de
Compostela 1994, 103-106.
53
It may be noted, in passing, that Echion’s aliquot libra rubricata (PETR. Sat. 46. 7), which
perhaps represent a commonly available type of legal writing, were surely not of the same
caliber as, say, Gaius’ Institutes, or the other texts about to be mentioned. Cf. G. SCHMELING, A
Commentary on the Satyrica of Petronius, Oxford-Oxford University Press 2011, 195. See also
D. MANTOVANI, More than Codes. Roman Ways of Organising and Giving Access to Legal
Information, in The Oxford Handbook of Roman Law and Society cit. (n. 33), 32.
54
B. FRIER, Early Classical Private Law, in A. BOWMAN - E. CHAMPLIN - A. LINTOTT (eds.), The
Cambridge Ancient History. The Augustan Empire, 43 B.C. - A.D. 692, Cambridge-Cambridge
University Press 1996, X, 973-974; SCHULZ, History of Roman Legal Science cit. (n. 50), 120, 156.
55
W. KUNKEL, Herkunft und soziale Stellung der römischen Juristen2, Weimar-Böhlau 1967,
258 n. 548; D. LIEBS, Hermogenians iuris epitomae, Zum Stand der römischen Jurisprudenz im
Zeitalter Diokletians, Göttingen-Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht 1964, 107-109.
56
P. STEIN, Regulae Iuris. From Juristic Rules to Legal Maxims, Edinburgh-Edinburgh University
Press 1966, 79-89.
57
See A. DELL’ORO, I libri de officio nella giurisprudenza romana, Milano-Giuffrè 1960. Also,
52
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further example, the so-called Syrian-Roman Law Book seems pretty surely to
have been a teaching text, though of a lesser kind than, say, Gaius’ Institutes58.
In other words, at least one group of books about law, and which were
composed by Rome’s preeminent jurisconsults (the Syrian-Roman Law Book not
quite belonging, presumably, to this clan), were arguably designed to function
as how-to guides, of one sort or another; and in these cases, the ‘literary’
element was perhaps of lesser import59. In the present context, it must also
be recalled that these books will not have served to create new law.
On the other hand, there is a very large portion of the juristic oeuvre, which
cannot be so readily classified as advisedly didactic, i.e., as driven by the potentially
straightforward pragmatism of rehearsing already fixed law for the person who
required that knowledge. Rather, we often enough find ourselves face-to-face with
writings, whose essence was more intellectually sophisticated, whose purpose
surely more complex; and it was here that law might be generated, or refined.
These are the compositions entitled, e.g., Responsa, Quaestiones, Disputationes,
Digesta, and so forth60. Now, if we want properly to understand what lay behind
this kind of writing, i.e., if we propose to grasp the full spectrum of what the
authors of such books may have hoped to achieve when they set pen to paper,
then the act of producing this literature must, I would argue, be fitted into a
more expansive context than it generally has been. We must, in other words,
think beyond the supposition (and even if it is only implicitly there) that the author
of such a text was writing merely with the goal of establishing substantive law,
which was concomitantly aimed at real-world situations61.
The first step in unveiling that larger context should be, I think, to keep the
following in mind62:
various of the essays in E. STOLFI (ed.), Giuristi e officium. L’elaborazione giurisprudenziale di
regole per l’esercizio del potere fra II e II secolo d.C., Naples-Edizioni Scientifiche Italiane 2011.
58
W. SELB, Zur Bedeutung des Syrisch-Römischen Rechtsbuches, Munich-C.H. Beck 1964, 258265; W. SELB - H. KAUFHOLD, Das Syrisch-römische Rechtsbuch, Vienna-Verlag der Österreichischen
Akademie der Wissenschaften 2002, I, 46-49.
59
One must proceed here, however, with caution. So, for example, Gaius’ Institutes are by
no means entirely devoid of rhetorical artifice: R. QUADRATO, Retorica e giurisprudenza: da
Quintiliano a Gaio, in SDHI. 79, 2013, 837-858.
60
See in this regard U. BABUSIAUX, Legal Writing and Legal Reasoning, in The Oxford Handbook
of Roman Law and Society cit. (n. 33), 183-184.
61
It may well be that the concerns about to be rehearsed will also have affected the writing
of Institutes, and other such didactic literature. For the present, however, let us guess that the
more creative forms of legal literature will have been more affected by these kinds of worries.
62
H.F. JOLOWICZ - B. NICHOLAS, Historical Introduction to the Study of Roman Law3, CambridgeCambridge University Press 1972, 5-6.
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«By the end of the republic the main features of the law as we know it appear to
be settled and the pace of development slows up. The volume of legal literature,
however, increases. For not only are the consequences of 150 years of rapid growth
being worked out, but it is probably also true that under the empire law was an
important avenue for men who aspired to a public career, since opportunities for
political distinction were necessarily few». (I have added the emphasis.)

46

Let us not forget that the arenas in which Roman aristocrats might compete
with one another for power and prestige shifted significantly with the arrival
of empire. One notable aspect of this broad phenomenon was that literature,
of all sorts, became a potential venue for what must be seen, ultimately, as
social and political competition within elite circles63. In such an atmosphere,
then, why should a book on the law not have possessed just as much social
or political cache as a book, say, of history, or a piece of poetry? In short, we
should work from the premise that the drive to write about law must have
been unleashed, at least in some part, by a desire to augment social and
political status64. This does not at all mean, of course, that the substance of
the book in question, i.e., in our case the law, did not matter. For just as one
could hardly expect to write bad poetry and profit by it, one could also hardly
have afforded to produce a piece of subpar legal literature, and then benefit
from that65. In any case, the ultimate point is this. If law per se, in its various
real-world manifestations, was not the sole issue on the mind of a Roman
jurisprudent when he sat down to write, then we must wonder just how far
and in what ways the substance of his book might have been inflected by his
other concerns.
Now, if we are to approach this issue properly, then we must by all means
constantly bear in mind the fact that we are in the presence of an elite and
highly specialized coterie66:

M. ROLLER, Pliny’s Catullus: The Politics of Literary Appropriation, in Transactions of the
American Philological Association 128, 1998, 265-304 is excellent on this. Note also his, To whom
am I speaking? The changing venues of competitive eloquence in the early empire, in W. BLÖSEL
- K.-J. HÖLKESKAMP (eds.), Von der militia equestris zur militia urbana. Prominenzrollen und
Karrierefelder im antiken Rom, Stuttgart-Franz Steiner Verlag 2011, 197-221.
64
Further on knowledge of the law as an element of one’s prestige, see J.E. LENDON, Empire
of Honour. The Art of Governing in the Roman World, Oxford-Clarendon Press 1997, 40, 47.
65
Notice, for example, Seneca’s vicious mockery of those who produce inferior literature:
Sen. Dial. 10. 13. 1-2.
66
B. FRIER, The Rise of the Roman Jurists. Studies in Cicero’s pro Caecina, Princeton-Princeton
University Press 1985, xiii.
63
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«…in the early first century B.C. a small group of jurisconsults (Q. Mucius Scaevola
and his students) sought to counter disintegrative influences on law by
reconstructing their ancient craft as a more autonomous and intellectual discipline.
Their aim was evidently to secure for themselves and for law a more commanding
presence within the Roman judicial system and Roman society generally. In essence,
they ceased to be jurisconsults only, and became jurists as well … the late
Republican jurists were already ‘professionals’ in that they possessed and exploited
specific knowledge and skills which were inaccessible to laymen, and in that they
also had at least rudimentary forms of regularized intercommunication, work
autonomy, specialist literature, colleague ‘control,’ organized education, and even
ethics». (I have added emphasis.)

In short, there emerged a recognizable cadre of true experts, who formed a
distinct circle within the wider corps of the Roman elite. However, the quasi
professionalism, or the dazzling expertise, or the sheer juristic brilliance
displayed by these men still does not flatly demand that their sole purpose in
expounding the law, and especially as this transpired in their writing, was to
create rules which their society would perforce live by. For as we have just
seen, the mere act of writing about the law may well, in and of itself, have
served them quite nicely, both socially and politically. And it seems little likely
that they will entirely have ignored this fact67.
Let us then turn to the law as it was advanced by the Roman jurisprudents
in their books (though some attention must also be paid to their responsa).
The point here will be to realize that these compositions in several ways evince
concerns which go beyond the mere unadorned delivery of purely pragmatic
For just one nice reflection of the world in which the elite jurists moved, a world where
literary jurisprudence and social and political activities were constantly and intimately enmeshed,
see D. 1.2.2.47 (Pomp., lib. sing. ench.): «After him (Q. Tubero), those with the greatest
auctoritas were Ateius Capito, who was a follower of Ofilius, and Antistius Labeo, who had
studied with all of these men. He was introduced to the law by Trebatius. Of the two, Ateius
was consul. Labeo, when he was offered the suffect consulate by Augustus, declined to accept
the honor, instead dedicating himself chiefly to his studies. He divided up his year, so that he
would spend six months in Rome with those who studied the law, and during the other six
months he would seclude himself, and turn his attention to writing books. Thus, he left four
hundred volumes, etc.». [Post hunc maximae auctoritatis fuerunt Ateius Capito, qui Ofilium
secutus est, et Antistius Labeo, qui omnes hos audivit. Institutus est autem a Trebatio. Ex his
Ateius consul fuit: Labeo noluit, cum offeretur ei ab Augusto consulatus, quo suffectus fieret,
honorem suscipere, sed plurimum studiis operam dedit: et totum annum ita diviserat, ut Romae
sex mensibus cum studiosis esse, sex mensibus secederet et conscribendis libris operam daret.
Itaque reliquit quadrigenta volumina, etc.] On this passage, see P. BUONGIORNO, C. Ateius Capito.
Appunti per una biografia politica, in I. PIRO (ed.), Scrtiti per Alessandro Corbino 1, TricaseLibellula Edizioni 2016, 425-427.
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solutions to real-world legal issues. In other words, the books about law show
distinct signs of also functioning as ‘literature’; and that fact will raise some
questions as to just how the law being expounded there might have been
inflected, so as to fit with the various other concerns of the authors68. All of
this, ultimately, should raise the question as to just how the authors of these
texts might have conceived the relationship between their writings and any
workaday rule of law, which might have been an aim of the Roman state.
This brings us to the so-called jurists’ law, which was expounded superbly
in a series of articles published by Arthur Schiller between 1958 and 196869. A
number of his observations are crucial to the present argument, and they can
now serve roughly as our pathfinders in working through a thicket of issues
concerning the jurists’ writings. As we move through these matters, though,
we would do well to keep in mind the closing words of the first article in this
series70:
«We know pretty well what the jurists’ law was. If only we knew why it was so,
we would be well on the way to filling in some of the gaps in our knowledge and
to a better understanding of the evolution of private law and procedure during the
classical period of the Roman law». (The emphasis is Schiller’s.)
48

My own suggestion is that by taking into account the whole series of concerns,
which I would like now to yoke together, we might well move significantly in
the direction of an answer to Schiller’s «why». In any case, let us now see
what, principally on Schiller’s reading of things, the defining characteristics of
this jurists’ law were.
We will start at the end, so to speak, of the road. That is, we may begin
by thinking about how a given juristic opinion, once it had been formulated
(either as a responsum or in some book on the law), might gain legal force
Note, e.g., M. DUCOS, Argumentation et demonstration chez les jurists romains, in Pallas
69, 2005, 263: «Nous ne nous représentons plus le juriste comme un spécialiste qu’isole le
caractère technique de sa science, mais comme un homme de savoir et de science, cherchant
avec lucidité et rigueur des solutions aux questions qu’il doit résoudre…». See also the various
contributions included in, M. BRETONE, Techniche e ideologie dei giuristi romani2, Naples-Edizioni
scientifiche italiane 1982.
69
Jurists’ Law, in Columbia Law Review 58, 1958, 1226-1238 [= An American Experience in
Roman Law. Writings from Publications in the United States, Göttingen-Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht
1971, 148-160]; The Nature and Significance of Jurists Law, in Boston University Law Review 47,
1967, 20-39 [= An American Experience, 199-218]; A Definition of Jurists Law, in J. ANKUM – R.
FEENSTRA – W.F. LEEMANS (eds.), Symbolae iuridicae et historicae Martino David dedicatae. Tomus
primus. Ius Romanum, Leiden-E.J. Brill 1968, 181-200.
70
Jurists Law cit. (n. 69), 1238.
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altogether. It is crucial to recognize the fact that the ability of a jurisprudent
to make law via his interpretations cannot simply be reduced to possession of
the Augustan ius respondendi, or of any other formal credential bestowed upon
an individual by an official act of the government – for indeed, there simply
was no such thing71. There existed, in other words, no indubitably circumscribed
group of legal experts, uniquely and invariably endowed with a formalized
prerogative to create positive law, which then would inevitably be binding in
courts of law. What is more, the jurists themselves never asserted that their
legal sententiae should or would be binding. Rather, magistrates, or the
emperor, that is to say, those persons charged with implementing law, might
simply choose, in what seems to have been a predominantly ad hoc fashion,
to accept a given jurisconsult’s finding on a given matter (or not to do so),
thereby effectively bestowing upon that opinion the force of law (or effectively
denying it that status, if the judge so decided). What drove the magistrate in
question to make such a decision? Perhaps the cardinally decisive factor in this
process, as Schiller I think convincingly shows, will have been the auctoritas
prudentium.
With that said, a careful distinction must nonetheless be made. There can
be no doubt that the substance of a given juristic argument on a given point
of law was also hugely important. Thus, when the jurists dueled among
themselves about particular matters of law, the auctoritas of the parties
involved, which surely played some role in the contest, will in no little measure
have ceded place of honor to the actual force of the arguments presented72.
That said, Schiller’s point has rather to do with something else, namely, a
judge’s decision as to whether to implement a given jurist’s opinion on a point
On the ius respondendi, it is best to begin now with K. TUORI, The ius respondendi and
the Freedom of Roman Jurisprudence, in Revue Internationale des droits de l’Antiquité 51, 2004,
295-337. See more recently, however, M. PANI, Il principe e l’esercizio giurisprudenziale, in Politica
antica. Rivista di prassi e cultura politica nel mondo Greco e romano 2, 2012, 95-104, arguing
for a distinction between the ius publice respondendi (an invention of the Justinianic compilers)
and the right to respond ex auctoritate Augusti.
72
So, for example, F. WIEACKER, Zur Rolle des Arguments in der römischen Jurisprudenz, in
D. MEDICUS - H.H. SEILER (eds.), Festschrift für Max Kaser zum 70. Geburtstag, Munich-C.H. Beck
1976, 4, 15 pleads that the workings of auctoritas should not be overestimated in this respect.
Still, note SEN. Ep. 94. 27: Quid, quod etiam sine probationibus ipsa monentis auctoritas prodest?
Sic quomodo iurisconsultorum valent responsa, etiam si ratio non redditur. [What about the fact
that even if no arguments are offered, the auctoritas of the person making the case can win?
This is just like when the responses of the jurisconsults hold good, even if no rationale is
provided.] Cf. also the comments of VON STADEN, Author and Authority cit. (n. 52), 116-117
regarding Celsus, and his establishing of his own auctoritas.
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a law. Here, then, the question arises: Does the judge try principally to evaluate
the persuasiveness or usefulness of the legal argument confronting him, or is
he equally (or even more) concerned with the name standing behind that
position? It is here that personal auctoritas may well have played a truly
significant role, just as it did, say, with the very ability of the emperor to rule73.
Moreover, we should not presume that the auctoritas being calculated in such
a situation will have been only that having to do with the jurist’s stature qua
jurist. In other words, the sum total of his authority, including that portion
which accrued to him because of his socio-political stature altogether, will
arguably have been important to our judge. The ultimate point here is
reasonably straightforward. In so far as the acceptance in courts of law of a
jurist’s legal opinions was concerned, his personal status, both as a jurist per
se and more broadly also, might well in many instances have equaled or even
trumped the force of the particular legal argument he had propounded74. This
fact must be worked properly into any assessment of the situation regarding
rule of law.
So, the stature of the writer, both as a jurist and otherwise, arguably lent
significant, and many times perhaps ultimate, real-world force to his legal
opinions. Still, the ways in which he reached and defended these legal positions
mattered, and that fact raises an attendant question: How, exactly, did the
Roman jurisprudent arrive at his interpretations of legal conundrums? In other

With respect to auctoritas and the emperor, see now H. CASTRITIUS, Die staatsrechtliche
Situation beim Tod des Augustus, in Zeitschrift der Savigny-Stiftung für Rechtsgeschichte.
Romanistische Abteilung 132, 2015, 449-451; K. GALINSKY, Augustus’ Auctoritas and Res
Gestae 34.3, in Hermes 143, 2015, 244-249. Note also O. LICANDRO, Restitutio rei publicae tra
teoria e prassi politica. Augusto e l’eredità di Cicerone, in ASGP. 58, 2015, 105-108.
74
All of this must, of course, be calculated in the context of Gaius Inst. 1. 7, where we
are told that a Hadrianic rescript declared that a judge, faced with divergent juristic opinions,
could chose the one he preferred. Moreover, the matter of the ius respondendi must also
be factored in. The issues involved are complicated, and have been widely discussed; nor has
the work on these matters achieved anything like a communis opinio. For a start on all of
this, though, see: M. KASER, Das römische Privatrecht. Erster Abschnitt. Das altrömische, das
vorklassische und klassische Recht, Munich-C.H. Beck 1971, 210-211; M. KASER - K. HACKL, Das
römische Zivilprozessrecht2, Munich-C.H. Beck 1996, 358; G. NEGRI, Giudici e responsa
prudentium, in F. MILAZZO (ed.), Gli ordinamenti giudiziari di Roma imperiale. Princeps e
procedure dalle leggi Giulie ad Adriano. Atti del Convengno internazionale di diritto romano
e del III Premio romanistico «G. Boulvert». Copanello 5-8 giugno 1996, Naples-Edizioni
Scientifiche Italiane 1999, 409-412; TUORI, The ius respondendi cit. (n. 71); P. GIUNTI, Iudex e
iurisperitus. Alcune considerazioni sul diritto giurisprudenziale romano e la sua narrazione, in
Iura. 61, 2013, 47-85.
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words, what were the intellectual underpinnings of the creation of jurists’ law?
It is crucial that we also grasp this matter firmly, if we hope to understand
what the law itself was ultimately intended, by the man creating it, to do. Here,
we may again quote Schiller for at least a start toward resolution of this broad
question75:
«There was very little abstract consideration of the law, and no rational
systematization. There was noteworthy neglect of legal philosophy, and very little
attention given to legal history. The systematization of Roman law, as it is reflected
in our modern textbooks, is the product of long history, but it dates from the postclassical age, reaching its culmination in the Pandect school of the nineteenth
century. Consequently, it would seem that if we wish to discover the source of the
jurists’ intuition it is fruitless to turn to the precepts of a conceptual jurisprudence,
i.e., to attempt to explain Roman jurists’ law on a purely logical basis. Social and
psychological forces of the age would seem more pertinent».

That said, we again must pause. For in a classic piece of Romanist literature,
Franz Horak elucidated the ways in which Republican-era jurisprudents reached
their conclusions about legal issues. He was able to demonstrate a high level
of sophisticated and varied argumentative strategies engaged by the jurists
down to the time of Labeo. Horak had intended to follow this story into the
imperial period, i.e., through the classical period of Roman jurisprudence76. In
any case, not terribly long after Horak published, and in anticipation of the
promised second volume, Franz Wieacker, for example, made an impassioned
plea for the kind of legal reasoning portrayed by Horak having survived into
the classical period of Roman jurisprudence77. However, in the end, the foretold
second volume of Rationes decidendi never appeared, and as Laurens Winkel
has proposed, that was presumably the result of the fact that, during the
classical period, the jurists seem indeed (just as Schiller argued) generally not
to have rationalized their decisions78.
What these men did do, and indeed with some frequency, was to employ
Jurists’ Law cit. (n. 69), 1237.
F. HORAK, Rationes decidendi. Entscheidungsbegründungen bei den älteren römischen
Juristen bis Labeo, Aalen-Scientia Verlag 1969, with the assumption that his conclusions here
would apply to the later period at p. 288.
77
WIEACKER, Zur Rolle des Arguments in der römischen Jurisprudenz cit. (n. 72).
78
L. WINKEL, A Note on Regulae Iuris in Roman Law and on Dworkin’s Distinction between
Rules and Principles, in J.W. CAIRNS - O.F. ROBINSON (eds.), Critical Studies in Ancient Law,
Comparative Law and Legal History. Studies in Honour of Alan Watson, Oxford and PortlandHart Publishing 2001, 414.
75
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the techniques of rhetoric in formulating their legal stances. This point has
recently been brought again to the fore. So, for example, Ulrike Babusiaux
minutely demonstrates the excruciating care taken by Papinian, in composing
his Quaestiones, to produce a rhetorically accomplished tract. Indeed, she has
shown precisely how the dictates of rhetoric might sometimes triumph over
strictly legal modes of formulation in such a composition; and it is clear that
there is more work to be done in this vein79. This, too, should probably cause
us to take pause when it comes to the rationale which may have underpinned
the creation, in such a piece of writing, of any given new legal rule.
The ancient approach to the analysis of legal problems involved a further
aspect which is quite important in the present context, namely, a great deal
of controversy about individual points of law80. What is more, much of the
contention went on for years, even centuries, without resolution. And then, as
Watson has pointed out, no little portion of the wrangling amounted to
disputation for disputation’s sake – or so it would seem. In any case, contention
of this sort was simply integral to the very nature of jurists’ law. And so, as
Schiller puts the matter, «it is a fact that certainty and predictability were of
little significance in the Roman law; this is true even of legislated law or of
rules formulated by the praetor or the emperor»81. The potential repercussions
of this for rule of law will be, I think, fairly obvious.
Now, all of the above, I would like to suggest, should be perceived against
the background of several particular aspects of the Roman intellectual makeup,
writ large. For the several phenomena which have just been observed in the
ambit of jurists’ law were not peculiar to that particular realm of intellectual
endeavor. First, every Roman aristocrat was formed in the deepest fashion
imaginable by the broad precepts of a rhetorical (and to some degree
philosophical) education; and this background tended to inform nearly every
U. BABUSIAUX, Papinians Quaestiones: Zur rhetorischen Methode eines spätklassischen
Juristen, Munich-C.H. Beck 2011. Note also O. TELLEGEN-COUPERUS – J.W. TELLEGEN, Artes Urbanae:
Roman Law and Rhetoric, in P.J. DU PLESSIS (ed.), New Frontiers. Law and Society in the Roman
World, Edinburgh-Edinburgh University Press 2013, 31-50. Several of the articles in the Oxford
Handbook of Roman Law and Society cit. (n. 33) also tackle the present state of things in this
respect, and suggest some directions for future work: U. BABUSIAUX, Legal Writing and Legal
Reasoning (pp. 176-187); J. GILTAIJ, Greek Philosophy and Classical Roman Law. A Brief Overview
(188-199); A. KACPRZAK, Rhetoric and Roman Law (pp. 200-213). And, see the contributions of
Ducos and Bretone, above n. 68.
80
See recently M. BRETONE, Ius controversum nella giurisprudenza classica, Memorie /
Accademia Nazionale dei Lincei. Classe di Scienze Morali, Storiche e Filologiche IX 23, 2009, 756879.
81
Jurists’ Law cit. (n. 69), 1232.
79
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aspect of his activity82. Second, one result of this devotion to rhetoric (and
philosophy) was that the well-educated Roman was perfectly happy to live with
contradictions, or inconsistencies, or paradoxes, which would likely distress
most of us tremendously. One gets the sense that very often, and in very many
contexts, argumentation and dispute in and of themselves were valued
significantly more than was any resolution of the controversies involved83. Shall
we then be surprised when we are told that “certainty and predictability were
of little significance in the Roman law”? And third, the topical, rather than
axiomatic, approach to legal science embraced by the classical Roman
jurisprudent must to some degree have existed in correspondence with the
significant devotion to thinking and doing via exempla, which is now well known
in Roman culture altogether84. In other words, if we are to interpret properly
the ways in which a Roman jurist tackled complicated legal issues, we must
place this endeavor squarely in the context of the elite intellectual makeup writ
large. Legal reasoning and argumentation was not accomplished in a vacuum.
One last issue merits attention. There was one situation in which neither
For a start in grasping the broad significance of this type of education, see J. CONNOLLY,
Rhetorical Education, and J. HAHN, Philosophy as socio-political Upbringing, both in M. PEACHIN
(ed.), The Oxford Handbook of Social Relations in the Roman World, Oxford and New YorkOxford University Press 2011, respectively 101-118 and 119-143. As for how this training then
shaped the Roman world, via the doings of the elite, who were thus schooled and then directed
that world, see, e.g., J.E. LENDON, Rhetoric and Nymphaea in the Roman Empire, in Chiron 45,
2015, 123-149. And for an overview of the influence of rhetoric in the law, see now A. KACPRZAK,
Rhetoric and Roman Law, in The Oxford Handbook of Roman Law and Society cit. (n. 33), 200213.
83
As Gibbon long ago put it (already quoted above, n. 28): «From the Portico the Roman
civilians learned to live, to reason, and to die: but they imbibed in some degree the prejudices
of the sect: the love of paradox, the pertinacious habits of dispute, and a minute attachment
to words and verbal distinctions».
84
See, for example: K.-J. HÖLKESKAMP, Exempla und mos maiorum. Überlegungen zum
kollektiven Gedächtnis der Nobilität, in H.-J. GEHRKE – A. MÖLLER (eds.), Vergangenheit und
Lebenswelt. Soziale Kommunikation, Traditionsbildung und historisches Bewußtsein, TübingenGunter Narr Verlag 1996, 301-338; M. ROLLER, Exemplarity in Roman culture: the cases of Horatius
Cocles and Cloelia, in Classical Philology 99, 2004, 1-56; ID., The exemplary past in Roman
historiography and culture, in A. FELDHERR (ed.), The Cambridge Companion to the Roman
Historians, Cambridge-Cambridge University Press 2009, 214-230; M. PEACHIN, Exemplary
Government in the Early Roman Empire, in O. HEKSTER, et al. (eds.), Crises and the Roman Empire.
Proceedings of the Seventh Workshop of the International Network Impact of Empire (Nijmegen,
June 20-24, 2006), Leiden-E.J. Brill 2007, 75-96; J.A. LOBUR, Consensus, Concordia and the
Formation of Roman Imperial Ideology, New York and London-Routledge 2008, 170-185; M.
LOWRIE - S. LÜDEMANN, Exemplarity and Singularity: Thinking through Particulars in Philosophy,
Literature, and Law, New York and London-Routledge 2015.
82
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the auctoritas prudentium, nor argumentative cogency of any sort, could ever
be depended upon to carry the day, namely, whenever the emperor was
present. We have, for example, several cases preserved by fragments of Paul’s
Libri decretorum where, even in the face of advice from the best legal minds
of the day, the emperor simply decides an issue as he wishes. This can be
done with complete disregard for existing law on the matter, in contradiction
to any and every expert interpretation offered by an advisor, and instead,
simply by virtue of what the emperor finds to be best85. In short, imperial
auctoritas can, whenever invoked, trump any and every other legal concern or
position. This simple fact should not be underestimated, when we are trying
to calculate the nature of Roman imperial-age rule of law, and the position
occupied by jurisprudents in its genesis86.
At this point, let us pause momentarily, so as quickly to draw together the
various points that have just been made – for it is quite important to perceive
these exactly as component parts of a larger whole. We are first of all in a
world guided mainly by a very few elite men. These individuals are in constant
competition with one another for social and political rank. In part, this jockeying
for position is accomplished by writing; and, one of the more prestigious
subjects a man might choose to write about is law. Moreover, we must
seriously reckon with the possibility that Roman legal literature, i.e., the stuff
of the Digest, should be approached with many of the same concerns that
have recently been raised in respect to ancient technical literature of all kinds;
indeed, Celsus’ Artes suggests as much. In other words, we should not perceive
of juristic writing as an activity which was isolated, somehow, from other elite
occupations.
With that in mind, one might then think about several aspects of Roman
juristic writing, which seem precisely to indicate that the unadorned
formulation of purely pragmatic rules aimed solely at shaping real-world
situations was not the sole driving force behind the generation of this literature.
In the first place, a noteworthy selection of the legal arguments made by
See M. PEACHIN, Jurists and the Law in the Early Roman Empire, in L. DE BLOIS (ed.),
Administration, Prosopography and Appointment Policies in the Early Roman Empire,
Amsterdam-J.C. Gieben 2001, 109-120. Cf. also, C.A. CANNATA, Iura condere. Il problema della
certezza del diritto fra tradizione giurisprudenziale e auctoritas principis, in F. MILAZZO (ed.), Ius
controversum e auctoritas principis. Giuristi, principe e diritto nel primo impero, Naples-Edizioni
scientifiche italiane 2003, 403-458. [non vidi]
86
Note the argument of TAMANAHA, On the Rule of Law cit. (n. 42), 11-14: to the extent that
the Roman emperor was not bound by the laws, then this constituted, in fact, a negative
contribution to the rule of law tradition.
85
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various jurists, at least as these arguments are now enshrined in the Digest,
appear flatly to have been ‘Weltfremd’. There was also constant and longlasting disagreement about any number of legal issues. Indeed, it can even
appear that there was often more desire to debate such issues than there was
to resolve them. In any case, this led to a marked lack of certainty and
predictability in various areas of the law. Then, the jurists of the classical period
tended not to justify or explain their legal reasoning at all. Moreover, there is
good reason to hold that, in the formulation of legal points, the influence of
rhetoric was quite often quite strong. None of this, I would argue, fits at all
comfortably with a pure desire to make rules which would efficiently govern
society.
That said, we should not take this aggregation simply to mean that there
was no link between the jurists’ law and quotidian society. Rather, we must
properly and carefully digest the fact that to some degree, when they sat
themselves down to produce interpretations of the law, the Roman
jurisprudents were not always or only thinking about shaping rules for their
compatriots to live by. They must also, and often, have been writing with
themselves, their own reputations, and their own intellectual fascinations in
mind. This will have had its effects on the shape of the law they produced.
And that, in turn, will have played some kind of a role in determining the
nature of any rule of law, which may have graced the Roman world.
Then, against this whole background, one must try to gauge the effects of
personal auctoritas. This quality might have done much to help any given jurist
gain sway over his colleagues in the field. Beyond that, however, we must not
forget the personal prestige of the man, both as a jurist and otherwise, which
may often have tipped the scales when a judge in some court was presented
with our lawyer’s opinion on some legal issue. Of course, certain jurists may
have possessed the ius respondendi, and that prerogative may have given their
opinions an effectively binding force of law. However, we most likely are never
going to understand this institution fully. Thus, in the end, the personal clout
of individual jurists should be calculated to have played a significant role in
determining just which legal points of view would gain what could be
understood as statutory force. It is not hard to envision the space left wide
open by such a system for controversy regarding precisely what the ultimate
legal situation on any given matter would be. In this regard, too, there will
have been an impact on rule of law.
That all said, there was one wild card constantly menacing anything and everything just mentioned: the emperor. It is perfectly clear that any emperor,
at any moment, might do anything he pleased with respect to the law. To the
© Edizioni Scientifiche Italiane
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minds of many, this one factor alone perhaps went a long way toward creating
a just order in the world – so long, of course, as the emperor in question was
himself a just man. Just rule, however, is not quite the same as rule of law.
So, all of the matters just rehearsed must be grasped as thoroughly as
possible, and should be understood as constituent parts of a larger whole. But
then, various other areas of elite, or, let us say, governmental activity vis à vis
law and its implementation must be coordinated with any results achieved in
this first respect. Some seemingly obvious areas of concern can be broached
momentarily. But first, there is one last issue that must be addressed.
Thus far, we have been discussing what may be categorized, without further
ado, as Roman law. This law can be called Roman in part because it was created
by members of the Roman elite; it is also Roman because, at least on the
traditional interpretation of things, this law was fashioned for use solely by
those who possessed the Roman citizenship. It may also be noted that this
law, in various of its manifestations, concentrated upon the physical center of
the empire; so in this sense, too, it was Roman87. And then, of course, any lex
passed by a popular assembly, any senatus consultum, every constitution of an
emperor, the edict of any magistrate – all of these, likewise, would plainly fall
into the category of Roman law. However, so soon as we set foot on provincial
ground, things get muddled. For there we run up against the many
manifestations of law which were not, properly speaking, Roman, yet which
any given Roman official might choose to take into consideration, when
ensuring that affairs under his aegis would proceed according to law. In short,
we are quickly confronted by the question: Which law guarantees rule of law?
Traditionally, we have worked within the framework of discrete ‘systems’
of law, which might collide in a provincial context – so, e.g., the system of
Jewish law versus the system of Roman law. However, in a book just out, which
deals with the Babatha and Salome Komaise archives, Kimberley Czajkowski has
made, I think, some very important suggestions in this regard. In particular,
she prods us to move, at least to some extent, away from what she calls a
‘systems’ approach to the overall legal situation in the provinces, so as to
embrace more what she labels a ‘culture’ approach. Let me provide one slightly
extended quotation, which will, I hope, get at the core of her argument88:
«Identifying different ‘systems’ to which ‘laws’ – legal procedures, legal clauses or
As one example, the law of rent had one market principally in view – that of Rome itself.
See B. FRIER, Landlords and Tenants in Imperial Rome, Princeton-Princeton University Press 1980.
88
K. CZAJKOWSKI, Localized Law. The Babatha and Salome Komaise Archives, Oxford-Oxford
University Press 2017, 200-201.
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phrases, particular formulae – belonged is a legitimate academic exercise, but what
I hope the present study has questioned is the idea that this can be transposed
onto the ancient mindset. Provincials in particular did not think in terms of ‘systems’
and picking between them, they thought in terms of authorities: how to appeal to
them, how to gain their favour and thus win their help with enforcement, or how
to harness certain concepts of authority and to lend weight to their documents
and transactions. This separation between our own analytical tools and how people
in the ancient world viewed their dealings is a vital distinction to make when we
consider law in the ancient world, and one that is not always made as clear as it
should be … The operation of law in the provinces – or at least in the particular
province of Roman Arabia – was far more complex, far more contingent and
dependent on the particularities of transactions than we might like to believe. The
way disputes played out and were resolved was influenced, perhaps even
determined, by the people involved in them, as well as by local indigenous orderings
and their institutional frameworks».

The point for us in the present context, then, is this. Let us posit a provincial
governor who is determined that his court function according to law – i.e., a
governor who wants to function in a manner that might have pleased Aelius
Aristides, or Dio Chrysostom. We must reckon with the very distinct likelihood
that in order to accomplish this objective, he will often enough have been
inclined to decide a case based on law which was, in purely formalistic terms,
a curious admixture distilled from, or at least taking into account, multiple
discrete systems of law. In such a world, although the individual legal systems,
such as they were, by no means disappeared, the nature of the resolution
being sought by all the parties involved would probably better be called ‘just’
than punctiliously ‘legal’. In short, the desired state of things quickly becomes
a rule of some consensual form of justice, rather than a rule of any given
system of law, per se. That this must have been at least part of the provincial
truth, throughout the empire, is important for all that comes next.
So, let us now return to our main line of discussion, though with Czajkowski’s
caveats firmly in mind. We want specifically to consider Roman governmental
efforts to ensure that law would guide daily affairs. With that in mind, several
interrelated issues regarding knowledge of the law among those implementing
it are crucial.
First of all, there is the matter of Roman legal education. What we know
about this has currently reached a rough status-quo89. What we still need better
Two recent overviews: A. RIGGSBY, Roman Legal Education, in W. MARTIN BLOOMER (ed.), A
Companion to Ancient Education, Chichester-Wiley Blackwell 2015, 444-451; J. HARRIES, Legal
89
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to grasp, however, is the extent to which various members of the government
actually had some kind of preparation in the law. And beyond that, it would
be good to know when it may actually have been expected (or even required)
that given officers of state should have such legal training. In short, if we are
worried about the nature of the Roman government’s attempts to implement
law, then we must first off understand just how far that government worked
to ensure that its agents, when appropriate, knew this stuff90. Furthermore,
there is the matter of legal training in provincial contexts, whether that training
be in something identifiable as Roman law, or rather, in some form of local
law. We have literature which helps us to grasp this process; and if in no other
way, then at least by identifying lawyers who had gained their expertise in a
provincial context91. There is, however, a great deal more to be discovered
regarding provincial education in law. Moreover, what still needs to be done
is to come better to grips with the ways in which the central government
attempted to harness all of this local legal talent. In short, a firmer grasp of
the generation and then the engagement of local legal expertise is a pressing
desideratum, if we are properly to comprehend rule of law under the Roman
Empire92.
Promulgation is another crucial piece of the puzzle. Now, given the approach
to rule of law being suggested here, we would want especially to understand
just what efforts were shouldered by which branches of the Roman government
Education and Training of Lawyers, in The Oxford Handbook of Roman Law and Society cit. (n.
33), 151-163.
90
For a broad background to this, see A. FERNÁNDEZ DE BUJÁN, Hacia un tratado de derecho
administrativo romano, in Studia et documenta historiae et iuris 77, 2011, 441-477. Then, for
some preliminary observations regarding the legal training of governmental officials, see M.
PEACHIN, Lawyers in Administration, in The Oxford Handbook of Roman Law and Soceity cit. (n.
33), 164-175.
91
See, e.g.: D. LIEBS, Römische Jurisprudenz in Africa mit Studien zu den pseudopaulinischen
Sentenzen2, Berlin-Akademie Verlag 1993; J.A. CROOK, Legal Advocacy in the Roman World, Ithaca
and London-Cornell University Press 1995; D. LIEBS, Römische Jurisprudenz in Gallien (2. bis 8.
Jahrhundert), Berlin-Duncker & Humblot 2002; C. JONES, Juristes romains dans l’orient grec, in
Comptes rendus / Académie des inscriptions et belles-lettres Paris 151, 2007, 1331-1358. Note
also G. KANTOR, Knowledge of Law in Roman Asia Minor, in R. HAENSCH (ed.), Selbstdarstellung
und Kommunikation. Die Veröffentlichung staatlicher Urkunden auf Stein und Bronze in der
Römischen Welt, Munich-C.H. Beck 2009, 249-265.
92
Anna Dolganov, whom I thank very much for an extremely helpful exchange of emails
and materials about this topic, is currently at work on a hugely valuable project to synthesize
what can be known about legal practitioners, and practices altogether, in provincial contexts:
Legal Practitioners in the Roman World (ca. 70 BCE – 330 CE). We can all look forward to her
writing on these matters.
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in this respect. As regards the circulation and publication of various types of
official enactment – so, for example, things like senatus consulta, or imperial
edicts – we are beginning to be in pretty good shape93. But then, we run up
against problematic situations. So, for example, Gregory Kantor has recently
pointed out that a governor of Asia could expect the Ephesians to be familiar
with “the books De officiis of Ulpian”. Leaving aside the matter as to how the
residents of that city might have come by these texts, we ought to think about
the author himself. When Ulpian sent, say, his De officio proconsulis out into
the world, how are we to imagine that action? In other words, was this clearly
the purely private action of a private individual with only private consequences?
Or, given the fact that we are talking about Ulpian, and a book whose contents
involved binding, or potentially binding, law, was there perhaps a quasi-official
aspect to this act of publication? Then, in the same volume where Kantor’s
article appeared, Christina Kokkinia grappled with the problem of official state
documents being inscribed publicly by notionally private individuals. In short,
the issue of distinguishing ‘public’ actions accomplished by ‘the state’ from
‘private’ actions undertaken by ‘private’ individuals is not so easily resolved in
this Roman world. And hence, if we are asking about just how far ‘the state’
fostered the publication of law, and thereby sought to achieve rule of law, we
still have some thinking to do94.
Then, once substantive law has been created, and after it has been
disseminated, that law must finally be put into effect. At the level of the central
administration, meaning especially the emperor and those surrounding him, we
A tiny sample of some pertinent studies: W. ECK, Zur Durchsetzung von Anordunungen
und Entscheidungen in der hohen Kaiserzeit: Die administrative Informationsstruktur, in ID., Die
Verwaltung des Römischen Reiches in der Hohen Kaiserzeit. Ausgewählte und erweiterte
Beiträge. 1. Band, Basel-Friedrich Reinhardt Verlag 1995, 55-79; W. ECK, Inschriften auf Holz. Ein
unterschätztes Phänomen der epigraphischen Kultur Roms, in P. KNEISSL - V. LOSEMANN (eds.),
Imperium Romanum. Studien zu Geschichte und Rezeption. Festschrift für Karl Christ zum 75.
Geburtstag, Stuttgart-Franz Steiner Verlag 1998, 203-217; A.U. STYLOW, Zu einem neuen
Gesetzestext aus der Baetica und zur öffentlichen Präsentation von Rechtsordnungen, in R.
HAENSCH - J. HEINRICHS (eds.), Herrschen und Verwalten. Der Alltag der römischen Administration
in der Hohen Kaiserzeit, Cologne-Böhlau Verlag 2007, 357-365; G. LOTITO, Osservazioni sul
linguaggio delle leggi, in J.-L. FERRARY (ed.), Leges publicae. La legge nell’esperienza giuridica
romana, Pavia-IUSS Press 2012, 142-149.
94
See KANTOR, Knowledge of Law cit. (n. 91); C. KOKKINIA, The Role of Individuals in Inscribing
Roman State Documents: Governor’s Letters and Edicts, in HAENSCH (ed.), Selbstdarstellung und
Kommunikation cit. (n. 91), 191-206. Furthermore, the circulation of juristic texts ought surely
to be envisioned in the context of the publication of books just generally, on which: R.J. STARR,
The Circulation of Literary Texts in the Roman World, in Classical Quarterly 37, 1987, 213-223.
93
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are in good shape95. However, there were many other governmental officials
working all over the empire, who might at any given moment be involved with
administering legal matters. This remains to be studied properly (see above, n.
90). And of course, there were many locally-trained jurists and advocates,
whose activities must be incorporated into this mix (see above, nn. 91 and 92).
Also, the huge question of the kind of law being applied in any given court,
and indeed, the matter of the various jurisdictions around the empire also must
be integrated here96. And then, the physical spaces where law operated on a
daily basis deserve more attention. For the public display of law in action will
have made its impression on any estimate of rule of law. Thus, we might want
to ask in this respect: How far did branches of the government go in any
attempts to render public display of law in action an integral part of the urban
fabric around the empire97?
Next, there arises the question of oversight. How much effort did the Roman
government expend in any attempt to ensure that justice actually prevailed
throughout the empire? What, if anything, was done to be certain that law
would indeed rule in courtrooms? To what extent were governmental
60

K. TUORI, The Emperor of Law. The Emergence of Roman Imperial Adjudication, OxfordOxford University Press 2016 is now the place to begin. Another recent and crucial piece of
literature is J.-L. FERRARY – J. SCHEID (eds.), Il princeps romano: autocrate o magistrato? Fattori
giuridici e fattori sociali del potere imperiale da Augusto a Commodo, Pavia-IUSS Press 2015.
96
Again, this involves the point made by CZAJKOWSKI, Localized Law cit. (n. 88). Note also,
e.g., the work of Ari Bryen and Benjamin Kelly (n. 21). Otherwise, one might begin with: C.
ANDO, Legal Pluralism in Practice, in The Oxford Handbook of Roman Law and Society cit. (n.
33), 283-293; J. FOURNIER, Entre tutelle romaine et autonomie civique: l’administration judiciaire
dans les provinces hellénophones de l’Empire romain (129 av. J.-C. - 235 apr. J.-C.), Athens-École
française d’Athènes 2010. There is, however, a vast and venerable bibliography here. Merely
by way of example: R. TAUBENSCHLAG, Das Strafrecht im Rechte der Papyri, Leipzig and Berlin-B.G.
Teubner 1916; M. WLASSAK, Zum römischen Provinzialprozeß, Vienna-Akademie der
Wissenschaften in Wien 1919; J. MÉLÈZE MODRZEJEWSKI, Droit imperial et traditions locales dans
l’Egypte romaine, Aldershot-Variorum 1990 [collected articles of the author].
97
For Rome, and where Egypt is concerned, we are in good shape. See: L. BABLITZ, Actors
and Audience in the Roman Courtroom, London & New York-Routledge 2007, 13-70; F. DE ANGELIS
(ed.), Spaces of Justice in the Roman World, Leiden-E.J. Brill 2010 (Livia Capponi’s article in this
volume tackles Egypt). Cf. also: R. HAENSCH, Zur Konventsordnung in Aegyptus und den übrigen
Provinzen des römischen Reiches, in Akten des 21. Internationalen Papyrologenkongresses Berlin,
13. - 19. August 1995, Stuttgart-Franz Steiner Verlag 1997, 320-391; L. CAPPONI, Augustan Egypt.
The Creation of a Roman Province, London & New York-Routledge 2005, 51-63. The massive
study of governors’ residences by R. HAENSCH, Capita provinciarum. Statthaltersitze und
Provinzialverwaltung in der römischen Kaiserzeit, Mainz-Verlag Philipp von Zabern 1997 is here
crucial (and note, e.g., his treatment of Alexandria as a center of adjudication by the praefectus
Aegypti - pp. 213-215).
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functionaries, of all sorts, subjected to oversight? How far were these people
held accountable, should they be charged with having misbehaved? Again,
there is literature in this regard; but, also again, we lack anything like a
synthesis, and more could surely be done to bring this line of inquiry into
contact with, say, what is known about the training (esp. in this case, legal
training) of those who toiled in the government98.
One other topic of absolutely crucial interest plays a role in pretty well
everything that has thus far been discussed. When the Romans developed any
institution, be it legal or more plainly administrative, was this done with careful
planning? If so, how does that manifest itself? If not, what are we to make of
the ad hoc, and perhaps incremental, growth of any institution or institutions?
In short, to the extent that members of the empire’s elite were thinking about
the issue of rule of law, can we see them conceiving of this as resulting from
a complex and integrating approach to law and government, or do they, rather,
react in a perpetual barrage of ad hoc accommodations, based on their gut
senses, at any given moment, of right, wrong, just, unjust, legal, illegal, and so
forth? While Fergus Millar’s portrait of the Roman emperor made a forceful
case for a reactive government, writ large, which is still, I think, very largely
convincing, there nonetheless is room for more work here99.
All along, I have been pleading for a top-down approach to gaining purchase
on a Roman rule of law. The argument has been that rule of law, in so far as
it may have existed, will have been generated and put into place principally
by the elite. However, this is by no means the whole story. In short, the lesser
Here, one might begin by thinking about the whole issue of repetundae. See, e.g.: F.
PONTENAY DE FONTETTE, Leges repetundarum. Essai sur la répression des actes illicites commis par
les magistrats romains au détrement des leurs administers, Paris-Librairie générale de droit et
de jurisprudence 1954; W. EDER, Das vorsullanische Repetundenverfahren, Augsburg-Blasaditch
1969; C. VENTURINI, Studi sul «crimen repetundarum» nell’età repubblicana, Milano-Giuffrè 1979.
Then, there is the wide-ranging study by R. MACMULLEN, Corruption and the Decline of Rome,
New Haven and London-Yale University Press 1988, which might serve as general background.
For one particular instance of the kind of thing here in question, see G. SOUROS - R. HAENSCH,
RECAM III 112 (SEG 48, 583): Abuse of Power by Members of the Roman Administraion and
the Imperial Reaction, in Selbstdarstellung und Kommunikation cit. (n. 91), 349-365. Regarding
the iudex qui litem suam fecit, see the overview (with literature) at M. PEACHIN, Iudex vice
Caesaris. Deputy Emperors and the Administration of Justice during the Principate, StuttgartFranz Steiner Verlag, 72-73. A recent synthetic study of policing is also crucial to this whole
issue: C.J. FUHRMANN, Policing the Roman Empire. Soldiers, Administration, and Public Order, New
York and Oxford-Oxford University Press 2012.
99
For an excellent sense of how one might proceed in this regard, see W. ECK, Augustus’
administrative Reformen; Pragmatismus oder systematisches Planen?, in ID., Die Verwaltung des
Römischen Reiches cit. (n. 93), 83-102.
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people of the Roman Empire had desires, and they acted on those desires,
very often in venues that involved the law. They also had opinions about the
efficacy, or not, of Roman implementation of law, and those opinions mattered.
Thus, the rule of law, in so far as it existed under Rome’s leadership, did not
come only from above. There were forces down below, which were working
to shape any such phenomenon. This still needs study, and that will have to
be brought into dialogue with all that has been suggested above100.

62

IV. Conclusions. – The chief point in all that has been said thus far is plain.
We simply are not yet in a decent position to describe, in properly robust
fashion, a potential rule of law in the ancient Roman world. We have seen
specifically some of the roadblocks that must bedevil any such attempt. I have
likewise sought to adumbrate such conceivably profitable approaches to this
subject as occur to me. Now, though, it is appropriate to try to articulate, at
least roughly, where we do stand in this regard.
Most essentially, there can be little doubt that many a Roman was
thoroughly persuaded that he and his people ran a pretty good empire, and
that they were unique in doing so. Here is how Valerius Maximus puts the
issue101:
«It is time also to approach the holy sanctuary of Justice, where always dwells
respect religiously observed for fair and honest dealing and where partiality yields
to modesty and desire to reason, where nothing is judged expedient that could
seem less than honorable. The chief and surest example of it among all nations is
our community». (trans. Shackleton Bailey, Loeb)

But just as with much of the praise for the ancient Roman state, which by now
has been voiced over millennia, Valerius is not talking precisely, or exclusively,
about a regimentation of all human affairs strictly according to the dictates of
the positive law – i.e., he is not directly insisting that formal positive law would
always be known, and would invariably prevail, in the Romans’ quotidian affairs.
His vision involves something perhaps more grand, namely, a Roman state
The work of Bryen, Czajkowski, Dolganov, and Kelly, all mentioned above, begins to
represent the direction of research I am thinking about here. One might also consult
HUCHTHAUSEN, Frauen fragen den Kaiser cit. (n. 7). There is also much of great value in ANDO,
Imperial Ideology cit. (n. 11) in this respect.
101
VAL. MAX. 6.5 praef., Tempus est Iustitiae quoque sancta penetralia adire, in quibus semper
aequi ac probi facti repectus religiosa cum observatione versatur, et ubi studium verecundiae,
cupiditas rationi cedit, nihilque utile, quod parum honestum videri possit, ducitur. Eius autem
praecipuum et certissimum inter omnes gentes nostra civitas exemplum est.
100
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whose rule, in its full panoply, is just. What he says here is quite nicely reflected,
of course, in the opening words of the Digest, where Ulpian quotes Celsus –
ius est ars boni et aequi. For, as Ulpian reminds us, the word ius derives from
another word, namely, iustitia102.
So, the Romans, and especially elite Romans, were plainly smitten by a vision
of their empire as just. Nor was it merely the elite who were drawn to that
view. We may recall, merely by way of example, the ordo at Forum Cornelii
and their praise for their curator, Vesnius Dexter, as iustissimus (above, n. 6).
Now, this devotion to justice did not mean, of course, that the laws, per se,
did not matter. They did. We need only think of the Augustan aureus
announcing so loudly that, LEGES ET IURA P(OPULI) R(OMANI) RESTITUIT
(above, n. 2). Still, what must be realized is that the fixation on justice does
involve a corollary, namely, that positive statutory law need not, in fact, have
been applied in any and every judicial situation. Indeed, there could notionally
be many circumstances in which it ought not be applied, if the desired outcome
was justice, or in any case, justice as it might often have appeared to the
Roman mind. Here, we might think again, for example, of Pliny, Trajan, and
the Christians. For in this instance, a fixed statutory rule as to the exact legal
status of the new religion was better avoided, so as to achieve the desired
outcome, which surely appeared to Trajan and Pliny to be just103.
Thus, when we search for a Roman rule of law, we should be intent upon
locating it in precisely this kind of atmosphere. In short, I suspect that to the
typical Roman mind, the laws, though they were an absolutely crucial
component in Roman civilization altogether, will nonetheless often have done
better to sit in the back seat, so as to leave the driving to Iustitia. To the extent
that this is true, then we should probably regard the positive law more in the
following way. The law, writ large, will have been one of several tools, as it
were, which could be employed in various situations to help justice to prevail.
In other words, rule of the law could help to establish just rule; but rule of

D. 1.1.1.1 (Ulp. 1 inst.).
One may note Trajan’s reply to Pliny. As for what the governor initially did, which involved
an admitted legal vacuum, the emperor writes, “You acted as you should have, my Secundus.”
[Actum quem debuisti, mi Secunde] (Ep. 97. 1). But then, at the end of his reply, Trajan points
out that an anonymously lodged accusation is not to be accepted, “For that involves the worst
kind of example and is not appropriate to our age.” [Nam et pessimi exempli nec nostri saeculi
est.] (PLIN. Ep. 97. 2). Though the word is not here employed, Trajan was clearly out to fashion,
according to his vision of things, a saeculum which was just – though also, in accord with its
being just, an age which was somehow law-abiding.
102
103
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the law was not, in and of itself, the goal, because by itself, it did not result
in a just empire.
It is against this background, I would argue, that we ultimately should
attempt to envision all of the matters mentioned above. Thus, if we think of
Rome’s positive law as if it were one particular forceful device, among others,
which could be used to resolve troubling issues of all sorts, then the wiggle
room, the leeway which seems somehow inherent to so many of the issues
we have just observed starts to make sense. To put the point exactly, I would
say that the Romans, in very many regards, preferred to leave themselves
sufficient space to maneuver, rather than to box themselves in with rules,
regulations, or the like. To their taste, the world functioned better, and this
means more justly, when it was not forced invariably to follow absolute
standards.
So, if we ultimately can gain a decently solid grasp of all the issues
adumbrated in section III above, and if we can then draw them together in
the kind picture just suggested, I think that we will be very close to grasping
Roman rule of law. My own suspicion is that we will not be in the presence
of a world where the positive law was meant always to triumph, but rather,
that we will have before us a world where the law was one particular
mechanism, which could be used in forceful and meaningful ways to establish
justice, writ large. But there is work still to be done before this vision of a
Roman rule of law can gain proper traction. And it remains to be seen whether
this is the right vision altogether. With this all said, though, one thing seems
ultimately certain. Any Roman rule of law, which might eventually be discerned,
is going to be an idiosyncratically Roman construct.
Having completed this article, I realized that one of its more salient points
was forty years ago lucidly (albeit quite briefly) tagged by F. MILLAR, The Emperor
in the Roman World (31 BC - AD 337), Ithaca-Cornell University Press 1977, 94:
«The works of the classical jurists of this period, which were later to be
excerpted and collated for the Digest of Justinian, were not written as ‘law
codes’ but as private scholarly works». In a footnote Millar adds: «I know of
no really illuminating study of the works of the classical jurists considered as
scholarly literature of the period».
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I revisori sono tenuti a valutare:
– la correttezza dell’impostazione metodologica;
– l’adeguatezza della documentazione testuale e della bibliografia di riferimento, ad
eccezione degli scritti volutamente privi di riferimenti bibliografici;
– la chiarezza espositiva;
– la rilevanza del contributo all’avanzamento della conoscenza sull’argomento.
Esito:
L’esito del referaggio può portare:
– all’accettazione dello scritto per la pubblicazione;
– all’accettazione subordinata alle modifiche migliorative che sono state sommariamente
indicate dal revisore; in questo caso lo scritto è restituito all’autore per le modifiche da
apportare; l’adeguatezza delle modifiche apportate e la rispondenza ai rilievi del revisore
sono valutate dal Direttore della Rivista o dal suo Delegato;
– alla non accettazione dello scritto per la pubblicazione.
In caso di valutazione divergente dei due valutatori, la decisione finale è assunta dal
Direttore della Rivista. Il Direttore potrà richiedere al suo Delegato l’indicazione di un terzo
revisore avente riconosciuta competenza nella materia trattata dal contributo.
Tutta la documentazione attinente alla procedura di referaggio è conservata, a cura del
Direttore della Rivista o di suo Delegato, in formato elettronico e cartaceo per la durata di
10 anni. La stessa sarà a disposizione delle Autorità di controllo, nel rigoroso rispetto della
riservatezza nella gestione e nel trattamento dei dati personali degli Autori.
Legal Roots adotta un Codice Etico cui devono adeguarsi i revisori dei contributi
scientifici, che è disponibile alla pagina http://europeanlegalroots.weebly.com/lrjournal.html.

